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... if super-vessels, or super-vehicles,
have traversed this earth's atmosphere, there
must be mergers between them and terrestrial
phenomena: observations upon them must merge
away into observations upon clouds and bal
loons and meteors. We shall begin with data
that we cannot distinguish ourselves and work
our way out of mergers into extremes.

— Charles Fort

The Book of the Damned

1919



1948: January - July

On New Year's Day, 1948, a New York Times editorial conceded

that a review of the previous year called for a comment or two
about the weird phenomenon that had become known as "flying

saucers," a mess that meant a double gulp of aspirin for the
military.

Referring to a Dr. C. C. Wylie's address before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science a few days earlier,
the Times found itself agreeing with the professor's sentiments

that the confused conditions that prevailed during the previous

summer were apparently due to the laxity of government agencies.

The Times editorial expressed a prejudice in favor of the idea
that the "saucers" were simply ordinary objects or natural proc

esses erroneously perceived and warned authorities to handle

future sightings more promptly and efficiently. This criticism
was tempered, however, by a rather confident feeling that the

"saucers" were now old stuff, the Times deploring any hint that
the "problem" might somehow survive its apparent death, the corpse
given a faint pulse by a smattering of "fanciful literature."!

The great New York paper would have been shocked if it could
have foreseen the tidal wave of "fanciful literature" just over
the publishing horizon. The first real ripple was the maiden
is,sue of a magazine titled Fate that had just gone to press and
was due to hit the newsstand early in the spring, a publishing
event that would be the vanguard of many more magazines, books,

television shows, and even motion pictures, that would excite,
puzzle, inform, and too often misinform, persons the world over,
and accompaning the increase in fame would be the growth of

intrigue concerning the official investigation of the strange
aerial objects.

The numerous inquiries made by Air Force Intelligence during

1947 had been conducted under increasing difficulties. The skills
of the military experts relied on known technology and could not

cope with anything that could perform like the reported flying
discs. Official investigative actions pertaining to the saucer
matter limped along in a condition of "organized confusion."2

Moreover, uncertainty about the European "ghost rockets" (a

mystery apparently a close kin to the saucer riddle) and the

phenomenon's possible relationship with a potential Russia

threat, were depths of strangeness that continued to bemuse
penetration as more such "missile" activity was reported. On
January 3rd a brief message from Finland about a fiery object
in the sky over that country produced this snippet by U.S. Air
Force evaluators:

"Information given here is not sufficient to estab
lish even vague identification.

"The object seen could have been a fireball, although
the length of time of observation seems unduly long.
Perhaps this is subject to considerable error?"^



The actual report follows. The unusual grammar is character

istic of official teletype messages:

"Helsinki press 10th January reports observation of

light phenomena vicinity Vaasa 3rd January. A brightly

shining object with long tail moved west to east visible

for 30 seconds. Another shining object seen Pietarsaari

| 5th January observed 10 seconds from north to south.
j Eyewitnesses state flames were ejected and grey streaks
1 left in sky."1*

The American military had these additional comments:

"Finnish press now using term flying saucer reference

light phenomena. Last report was 20th December in Utsjoki

northern Finland near Norwegian border.

"Evaluation press reports impossible however press

claims many witnesses. May be revival of another series

of alleged flying phenomena."^*

On a national level the UFO subject had not received a signi

ficant treatment in the American press since July of 1947, which

was a good thing with military Intelligence in disarray over the

mystery, however, abruptly the saucers were news again in a big

way. Even the New York Times, with its branding of the aerial

platters as ludicrous delusions only a week old, ran the news

story on the saucer's reappearance under the sensational head

line: PILOT KILLED IN PURSUIT OF FLYING SAUCER.

For an incident that had the experts puffing their cigarettes

with chain-frequency, it had an innocent beginning.

Four P-51s of the Kentucky National Guard had been grounded

at Maritta Army Air Base in Georgia on December 30, 1947. A

week later some Kentucky Guardsmen volunteered to fly the four

fighters back to their home base at Standiford Air Field in

northern Kentucky. The leader of this ferry mission was a

Captain Mantell who filed a visual flight plan for the trip

north and about midday January 7, 1948, took off from Maritta

in his Mustang warplane leading three other similar fighters.

The flight of four P-51s formed up into two pairs and took up

a northern course. The flight planned to maintain a low 4,000

foot altitude for the entire trip so nothing was done about the

oxygen supply aboard the aircraft. Captain Mantell's wingman

was a Lt. Hendricks. Close by were the other two P-51s piloted

by a Lt. Clements and a Lt. Hammond. Support personnel returning

to Standiford left Maritta Army Air Base shortly thereafter in

a slow C-47 transport that had airlifted all the Guardsmen to

Georgia the previous afternoon.6

At 4:15 CST the support personnel arrived at Standiford Field

and were startled to dearn that three of the P-51s in the ferry

mission had not yet landed. Instead the aircraft were engaged

in a chase of a strange object in the sky above the southwest

*The reader is referred to the author's booklet: The Mystery

of the Ghost Rockets.



horizon. That's all the airmen knew until 5:00 p.m. when Major

Doyle of the Air National Guard unit received a phone call from

Standiford Operations. The Major was stunned to find out that
Captain Mantell was dead!7

Just before Captain Mantell's flight crossed the Kentucky/
Tennessee State line, a UFO alert had electrified the Blue

Grass State. The Indianapolis News described the commotion
thusly: "Dozens of persons on the ground in the area of

Madisonville, Ky., had been telephoning police to report
seeing a circular object hovering overhead and giving off a
brilliant red glow."« Civilians had notified the Kentucky
State Police at 1:00 CST to*report something odd soaring over
Elizabethtowri, Ky. Some ten minutes later phone calls from
more excited witnesses came in from places like Lexington
which suggested a high altitude for the UFO due to the widely
scattered points reporting sightings at approximately the same
time.

State police contacted military police at Fort Knox to tell
them an "unusual aircraft or object, circular in appearance and
over 2 50 feet in diameter," was speeding through the air on a

westward course at a "pretty good clip" just south of the mili

tary installation. The MPs dialed the orderly room of Godman
Field, Fort Knox's airstrip, to inform the commanding officer
there, Colonel Hix. The clock on the wall showed 1:20 p.m.

when the phone rang in Godman Tower. Chief Control Tower
operator T/Sgt. Blackwell answered. A Sgt. Cook of Colonel

Hixfs office was on the line and he told Sgt. Blackwell about
the UFO and requested a check with Flight Test Operations at

Wright Field, Ohio, to determine if there was anything experi
mental in the air that might correlate with the reported aerial
object. When contacted, a Captain Hooper at Flight Test Opera
tions replied in the negative, saying that the only thing in the
region they had was a conventional aircraft on photomissions,
however Flight Service did provide Sgt. Blackwell with more
UFO reports from cities west of Fort Knox, Irvington and
Owensboro, that matched the previously mentioned sighthings in
regards to size and appearance.

About 15 minutes to two o'clock, Sgt. Blackwell caught sight
of something in the Southern heavens and turned to the other
man on in the tower, PFC S. Oliver, to ask for confirmation.
Private Oliver saw it, whatever it was, but could not believe
his eyes. Sgt. Blackwell urged a closer look. The Private
did and became convinced he wasn't imagining things. The two
enlisted men then summoned their Detachment Commander, 1st.
Lt. Orner, who was working in a ground level office. Lt. Orner
was just finishing discussing the UFO in question with Kentucky
State Police when Sgt. Blackwell called, so the Lieutenant
didn't have to be asked twice to go and take a peek at the
sky enigma. Lt. Orner went quickly to the tower and peered
to the southwest where there was a "small white object" appar
ently stationary in the sky. Using field glasses, Lt.. Orner

was still unable to tell if the object was generating its own
light or reflecting it. Of the image, he said: "...it partially



I appeared as a parachute does with the bright sun shining on the

j top of the silk, but there also seemed to be red light around
i the lower portion of it."

Downstairs at the traffic desk was the Operations Officer, a
Captain Carter, who heard Lt. Orner excitedly announce over the
teletalk box at 2:07 p.m. that more observers were needed in the

tower. Captain Carter rushed upstairs and took his turn with the

field glasses. The commotion also attracted a Mr. Duesler and a
Lt. Col. E. G. Wood. The two joined the others already in the
tower. This was at about 2:20 p.m.

Captain Carter said of the object: "...it appeared round and
whiter than the clouds that passed in front of it and it could
be seen thru circus clouds." PFC Oliver remembered that there
was speculation over what the sky object could be. To him the
thing appeared like: "...an ice cream cone topped with red."10

Since no one could come up with an adequate explanation, it
was finally decided that the Commanding Officer of the Air Base
should be summoned. The CO, Colonel Hix, quickly arrived and
took a look for himself. He would say:

"It was very white and looked like an umbrella. I

thought it was a celestial body. I can't account for

the fact it didn't move. I just don't know what it was.

, It appeared about h the size of the full moon and white

in color. Thru the binoculars it appeared to have a red
border at the bottom at times, a red border at the top

at times. It remained stationary, seemingly for 1%
hours."11

At this time those in the tower heard Captain Mantell's four

plane flight roar pass Godman Field on its way to nearby Standiford
Captain Mantell had switched from the radio channel his wingmates
were using, which was "C" channel, over to "B" channel, so he

could contact Standiford Tower for landing instructions. At

that moment Godman Tower's radio was open to "B" channel and

Mantell's voice boomed out of the loudspeaker. Colonel Hix

and the others stopped their scanning of the southern horizon
to listen.

Captain Carter suggested that the passing P-51s be asked to
investigate the UFO. No one offered any objections, so Sgt.
Blackwell grabbed the radio mike and began to talk to Mantell,

telling the National Guard aviator about the strange target to
the south and requesting an aerial check on it if the P-51s had

the fuel. Mantell replied: "Roger I have the gas and I will take

a look if you give me the correct heading and any information you
have on locating it."1^

Although Mantell was agreeable to a little side trip after

the humdrum flight up from Georgia, his wingman, Lt. Hendricks,

was very low on fuel and begged to be excused so he could land

at Standiford as scheduled. Permission was granted and Lt.
Hendricks broke off from the formation.



As for the other two pilots, they were unaware of what was
happening. Lt. Clemments could see his flight leader's lips

moving but had heard nothing of what Captain Mantell had said
over "B" channel, and was still ignorant as Sgt. Blackwell gave

Mantell a course heading of 210 degrees. Capt. Mantell banked
to tiie southwest and "poured on the coal," with his two bewildered
wingmates, Lt. Clements and a Lt. Hammond, lagging behind. Imme
diately Mantell started a sharp spiraling climb at 14,0 00 feet to
zoom straight and steep on a 220 degree heading.

About 2:45 p.m. Mantell radioed Godman Tower that he had
spotted the UFO ahead of him and above, so that more climbing

was necessary. One of the other pilots broke into Mantell's

radio transmission to ask: "What the Hell are we looking for?"13
As the trio of fighters gained altitude, the air began to thin
out. Either Clements or Hammond, official records do not identify
which, was overhead on the airwaves to say: "This is 15,000 feet.
Let's level out."14 Instead Mantell stepped on the gas", maintain
ing a climb heavenward at 360 miles per hour while radioing Godman
Tower that: "The object is directly ahead and above me now moving
about half my speed or approximately 180 miles per hour."15 Godman
Tower could hardly make out the dark specs of the P-51s and Lt.
Col. E. G. Wood noticed that the UFO seemed to be at least a
tenth the size of the full moon, a huge thing compared to the
shrinking dots of the P-51s approaching it.

, Mantell now felt he was no longer closing on the UFO to his
reckoning. He radioed his opinion that the: "...the object was
going up and forward as fast as he was... (and that he was) going
to 20,000 feet and if no closer would abandon the chase."16 Those
are the last words uttered by Mantell heard by personnel in the
tower that can be found in Air Force files. Captain Carter is
the reputed listener.

Mantell's radio transmissions were being piped north by Godman
Field to various Air Force Commands, an unusual procedure. Many
Air Force personnel eavesdropped on the excited voices, which at
times were mixed in an incoherent babble. Some said they dis
cerned: "I'm closing in on the object. It's gigantic and it's
metallic."17

Another radio transmission rarely quoted and of uncertain
origin states that Mantell said the UFO would "rest" and then put
on a "burst of speed." This enabled the UFO to stay ahead of his
straining P-51. If true, it would explain why Mantell kept at
tempting to close the distance since he was being "lured" on ever
upward.18

Lt. Clements and Lt. Hammond grew very concerned. They looked

down and recognized the city of Bowling Green which indicated the
extent their little side trip was assuming. Passing 22,500 feet
altitude the pilots found breathing very difficult. Lt. Hammond
just happened to be equipped with an oxygen mask because he pre
ferred the mask radio mike to a throat mike, however there was
little oxygen in the system. Lt. Clements, like Mantell, had no
oxygen at all and 20,000 feet was the danger limit for flying

without breathable air. Lt. Clements urged an end to the pursuit. ,



Mantell answered back, asking that they chance a climb to 2 5,000
feet, there level off for 10 minutes, and only then start down.
This didn't sit well with Lt. Clements who, with Lt. Hammond in
agreement, nosed back down when they reached 23,000 feet. Mantell

said something but his transmission was garbled indicating that
brain numbing anoxia (lack of oxygen in the blood) may have
already started to take its toll of the flight leader's judgment.
AsLt. Clements dived, he glanced back at Mantell's P-51 still
climbing at full power toward a shiny spot in the sky near the
sun.

As Lt. Hammond and Lt. Clements approached Godman Tower at
3:20 p.m. on their way back, they radioed that the UFO: "...
appeared like the reflection of sunlight on an airplane canopy."19
The four to midnight Control Tower crew began to arrive at this
time and swing shift supervisor, Captain A. T. Jehli, was briefed
that a "disc," or balloon, or some sort of strange object, wit
nessed by many personnel, including the CO, Colonel Hix, was
being hunted down by military aircraft.

Lt. Clements and Lt. Hammond landed at Standiford where the
former refueled and took on supply of oxygen, lifting off again
at 4:05 p.m. Setting his P-51 on the original 210 degree course,
he requested the latest information from Godman and was informed
that the base weather station theodolite had lost track of the
mysterious UFO behind some clouds. Zooming to 33,000 feet,
Lt- Clements raced southwest for a 100 miles trying over and
over to raise Mantell on the radio. Reaching the Bowling Green
area he contacted Godman Tower and reported no visual confirmation
of anything strange in the atmosphere. There was no sign of
Mantell's aircraft either. What had happened to Mantell?

A Mr. W. C. Mayos, living on Lake Spring Road outside Franklin,
Ky., heard an odd roaring at 3:15 p.m. that sounded like an air
craft engine under great stress. He put his head back and gazed
up into the azure where he saw a P-51 circling in a lazy fashion.
The plane was so high he could hardly make it out. One expert
would later surmise that Mantell had blacked out, and was close
to death having succumbed to suffocation. On the ground, Mr. Mayos
watched in fascination as Mantell's plane faultered, slipping
into a dive, the aircraft doing a slow rotation on the way down.
At full throttle the P-51 gained more and more velocity in its
earthward plunge. The scream of the dive increased as the pur
suit craft's speed approached the sound barrier. About half way
to the ground the stress was too much as the P-51 tore apart
with a loud boom. The tail section and one wing ripped free.

_ A Mrs. C. Phillips, a resident of a farmhouse just outside the
city of Franklin, bolted from her chair in her living room and
rushed to the window at the sound of the explosion. She watched
in horror as a big mass of metal slammed to earth just 200 yards
away.

Witnesses dragged Mantell's body from the wreck. The pilot's
shattered wrist watch had jammed to a stop at 3:18 p.m. Patrol
man J. Walker of the Franklin Police Department rushed to the
scene and took charge.



It took over an hour for word of Mantell's fate to reach

Standiford Field," at which time news of the tragedy was relayed

to Maxwell Flight Service and the rest of Mantell's unit. Air

Force investigators immediately arranged for a flight to Bowling

Green where, when they arrived, a State highway patrol car whisked

them to the crash site five miles southwest of Franklin. Witnes

ses were rounded up and questioned while their memories were

still fresh. It was now 6:15 p.m. At this stage there was no

way of knowing if Mantell had met death by accident or by a

hostile act. Was Mantell "shot down?"

A Lt. Col. J. F. Brady who drew up the report on the Mantell

crash leaked a little emotion in an otherwise straight-laced

summary with the following line: "So much for the accident—

now hold on to your hat!"20 What he was referring to were some
events reported just after the crash at Franklin. About 2 30

miles northeast of The site of Mantell's wrecked plane and some

150 miles northeast of Godman Field, two other UFO incidents

were to cause some excitement that evening.

Near Wilmington, Ohio, is the Clinton County Air Base. At

7:35 p.m., on January 7th, the same day as the Mantell UFO chase,

a S/Sgt. J. P. Haag was walking near the Clinton Control Tower

when he became aware of an unfamiliar point of light in the south

west. He checked the weather and noted a low velocity southwest

wind was blowing. The sky to the southwest was overcast, but

right overhead it was clear of clouds. He guessed the overcast

height at 5,000 feet and the cloud layer some 1,0 00 feet thick.

Seen with the naked eye the puzzling light appeared to be about

five miles away and between 15,000 to 20,000 feet high. It

looked to be stationary and appeared to be casting off a crimson

glow that resembled a plane on fire. This possibility sent him

scurrying to the control tower. Upon reaching the control room,

atop the tower, he used field glasses to take a better look at

the red light. A careful observation convinced him the phenom

enon was not a comet or a meteor; furthermore, the light was now

"dancing," an odd straight up and down motion that occurred some

three to four times. A color change from red to green, when the

thing moved, was also discernible. After it stopped "bouncing"

the light sped to the southwest on a course of 210 degrees. It

was screened momentarily by clouds but the phenomenon could still

be discerned since the rays of light it threw off were strong

enough to penetrate the overcast. It paused a few moments on

its way to the southwest and then it fled quickly over the horizon

at 7:55 p.m. No sound was heard.

A Cpl. J. H. Hudson, on duty in the control tower, also watched

with binoculars and in a signed affidavit detailed his own version

of the UFO's appearance and motion. He estimated, for example,

the UFO's nearest approach at four miles and stated that the UFO

was white in color when first sighted, but soon changed to a red

hue. No shape was discernible until the UFO suddenly dropped

down, at which time it assumed a cone-shape with the point-end

down. The dimensions of the object appeared to be some 40 X 100

feet. When it ascended, the UFO reversed its position to a point-
end up, or "pyramid" configuration. The shifts of position left



a green mist trailing behind. The whole UFO seemed to have a

glowing aura of burning light. There was no argument among the
witnesses as to the fast elevator-type motion of the UFO. One
witness compared the sight to a flare being violently tossed
about by a thermal air current. When compared to the stars, there
was a decided difference, the object brighter and of a distant hue.

T/Sgt. Le Roy Ziegler on duty in the tower basically agreed
with the other witnesses calling the UFO a "circular thing, bright
and star-like, only bigger than a star."21 Not sure of its exact
size, he still felt it to be very large. He said he noticed red
and yellow colors. Surpised at the motion he said that it: "...

seemed to go up and down and side to side at what seemed to be
very great speed."22 He also saw a faint exhaust trail which
was visible only when the UFO was moving.

Since H:35 p.m. news of the Mantell crash had flashed over the
communications network in the Kentucky/Ohio region. Control tower
personnel all over were eavesdropping on official exchanges of

information about the disaster. At 7:45 p.m. Patterson Operations
was on the air to Olmstead Flight Service discussing the Mantell
case when two air traffic observers at Lockborune Tower at

Columbus, Ohio, to the southwest of Clinton, interrupted to say
that something strange had appeared near their airbase and had
just left the area. Godman Tower, wide awake after the events
of the afternoon, heard that remark and intervened itself over
the interphone to announce they now had visual contact with
something too.

The Lockbourne story:

A R. L. Stirr spotted what he thought to be an emergency flare
to the southwest seemingly hovering over the Lockbourne Power

Plant. The light also caught the eye of a civilian technician
by the name of Boudreaux at about 7:15 p.m. It seemed odd and
Boudreaux observed it carefully for 15 minutes. The thing left
"bluish streaks" to one side and briefly vanished while an air
craft had landed. The VHF/DF operator at the end of the one run

way saw the thing too and listed its first appearance as 7:25 p.m.
Prior to its departure, the thing was noticed to have dropped
very close to the ground at a local geographical feature known

as Commercial Point, hovering there for about ten seconds and
then shooting skyward back to its original altitude where it
leveled off and became obscured by some clouds in the overcast,
but not before taking up a heading of 120 degrees as its departure
course. The speed of the UFO was estimated to have reached 500
miles per hour. It was as silent as a night hawk. The color
of the thing was amber and the glow was so intense it tended to
block out the object's profile. An exhaust trail of amber hue
was left behind when the UFO moved forward.

Another person who rushed to the Lockbourne Tower was F.
Eiseler, an airways operator, an official that kept tabs on the

weather and position reports of aircraft. When the light had
vanished momentarily and reappeared, Eiseler saw it at its new
position some 15 degrees above the horizon in the southwest.
It was his opinion that the UFO was outshining any of the stars
being equal to a runway light in brilliance. Moreover, he said



he saw the "tail," a thin ruddy red wisp that changed to an amber-

yellow at various times. The UFO seemed round and shifted in an

elliptical clockwise course. He agreed that it seemed to be five

miles away.

All of the Lockbourne observers were mistified because the

cloudy overcast prohibited the possibility any celestial body

was responsible for the light.23

Their concern gained credibility when the voice of Air Force

Flight #994-4 boomed out of the radio speaker at Lockbourne Tower

at 7:53 p.m. A C-45 over Columbus, cruising at 5,000 feet,

reported something odd. Air. Force records state:

"Lt. C. W. Thomas and Lt. Sims were making a regular

cross country flight. They reported in to Columbus

Airways who asked them if they saw any unusual object

in the sky. They could see a large bright light off to

the west. They estimated it to be below them, or about

3,000 feet. It seemed stationary. The light was amber

and looked like a large star or planet. It was about 15 24.

miles away from them. The night was dark and overcast."

Helping to add to the strangeness of the episode was a report

from another aircraft in the same area which was in the landing
pattern for the airstrip. The aircraft in question was piloted

by a Captain McGee who told authorities:

"At about 7:25 p.m. on January 7, 194 8, I turned to

runway 2 3 for a overhead approach at traffic altitude

(1,800 feet). Just prior to break away, I saw a very

bright white southwest of the field. I began my 3 60

degree approach. It struck me that the light was very

unusual and it was not on the ground so I looked in its
direction again from my base leg position. It appeared

the same as though it were about 3,000 feet in the air.

While on my approach it flashed on and off again

immediately."^ *

After deplaning Captain McGee went to Lockbourne Operations
where he heard of the Eisele and Boudreaux sightings. He then

contacted the two men in the tower and was told the light had
reappeared after his C-4 5 had set down. McGee went to the door

and looked out. Sure enough the light was there.

Besides the pair of aerial sightings, the most damning testi
mony to a conventional explanation was that of the previously
mentioned A. Pickering, Lockbourne's VHF/DF operator.

His affidavit tells us that the UFO made three 360 degree
turns and then glided over to another position where it resumed
its circling. Each orbit took half a minute and compassed a
couple of miles in diameter. When the UFO shifted to a new
position, it left a visible trail that streamed behind approxi
mately five times the object's diameter which was believed to
be the size of a C-47 transport. Now a critical element in
these accounts is the estimates of distance between the
observers and the UFO. Without reference points and not
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having the slightest idea of what was being observed, any guesses

would be highly inaccurate. This bears heavily on a possible

celestial explanation, to say nothing of an aerial flare, a

reflection, or. an aircraft. Subsequent interviews, long after
the dust had settled on this case, tend to resolve the distance

question and contribute to the high strangeness of the UFO

incident.

Pickering granted an interview in 19 77 and dwelled at some

length on his experiences that January evening in 1948. He

described his duties, one of which was the monitoring of elec
tronic devices in a small shack way out at the end of one of the

runways at Lockbourne. He recalled the blackness that night due

to the heavy overcast that lay like a dense lid over the airfield

some 1,200 feet high, the ebony effect increased by the need to

work without interior lighting that would only bleach out the

phosphorescence glow of the dials and meters on his VHF/DF equip

ment. With the limited air traffic that night due to the poor

weather, Pickering laid down to rest on a cot and idly gazed up

through a skylight at the black swirling vapor of the overcast

some 1,000 feet above. Suddenly to his astonishment something

huge, round, and a glowing red color, popped through the cloud

ceiling almost directly overhead. Instantly he feared a falling,

flaming aircraft. Reflexes had him up off the cot at once and

fumbling with his radio mike, but Lockbourne Tower was alert
and a voice abruptly yelled over the "swank box" the exclama

tion: "What the Hell is that?"26 Within seconds Pickering

realized that no aircraft was in trouble but that something

very weird was out there in the darkness. The "thing" hovered,

then it began to maneuver in the manner previously described.

Pickering watched the show with gooseberry eyes.2/

After the fantastic ball made a high speed, six mile circle

of the entire airbase, it returned to its original position over

the runway where it drifted around awhile and then dipped down

touching a grass strip that was a cleared extension of the runway,

When the UFO entered the overcast for a time, Pickering felt

it may have wanted to hide from an aircraft that had just arrived
in the area.2°

Officially it was later suggested that the planet Venus had

danced over Columbus that night because: "...it is incredible

that it could have been anything else."29

By this time official apprehensions surfaced. Air Force

files reveal that investigative agents: "...contacted Olmstead

Flight Service Center and gave them all the information avail

able to deliver to the Air Defense Command at Mitchel Field,

Hemstead, New York.

"Later we received a call from St. Louis,/Missouri, Tower

advising that a great ball of light was passing directly over
head—Scott Tower also' verified this. "30

"We then received a call from Air Defense Command through

Olstead Flight Center advising us to alert Coffeeville, Kansas
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Ft. Smith, Arkansas, and Kansas City, Missouri, and that they had

plotted the object as moving WSW at 250 miles per hour."31

In addition an unofficial source was referred to:

"St. Louis ATC advised of an article printed in the

Edwardsville Intelligencer, Edwardsville, 111., describ-

ing an object over the town at 0 7 20 of aluminum appear

ance without wings or control surfaces which was moving

southwest. This object remained visible for about 30

minutes. This article went on to describe the amaze

ment and wondering of the editor regarding this

object..."32

The forementioned Lt. Col. Brady who was typing out this docu
ment added: "...and you can bet he (the editor) was no more con

fused than I am at this moment."3 3

Hopes for an easy solution were slim it seemed. Any informa
tion of possible use was pounced on. An article in the^local

newspaper about the recent appearance of a comet was given a
mention and then discarded. A better lead was provided by the
Maxwell Flight Service that learned: "...a Dr. Seyfert, an

astronomer at Vanderbilt University, had spotted an object SSE
of Nashville, Tennessee, that he identified as a pear-shaped

balloon with cables and a basket attached, moving SSE, at a
speed of 10 miles per hour at 25,000 feet. This was observed

between 1630 and 1645 (4:30 - 4:45). "3l*

Similarly, a resident of Madisonville, Ky., had contacted

Godman AFB to say that he had used an eight inch Finch tele

scope to inspect a cone-shaped object over the city he esti
mated was a 100 feet from top to bottom and some 43 feet across,

sailing southwest at a slow 10 miles per hour at 20,000 feet

altitude. The time was given as 1:10 p.m. (There may have

been some confusion with Dr. Seyfert's report.)"35

As it turned out the very first wire story on the incident

ignored balloons and leaned toward a planetary rescue of offi
cialdom's peace of mind. According to the Associated Press

dispatch dated January 7th, personnel at Godman Field, includ

ing the base commander, Colonel Hix, had seen a "UFO," quoting

the CO as saying: "It was to the south and near the sun, very

white and looked like an umbrella."36 Another quote attributed

to an unnamed Army officer stated that the UFO "didn't move."3 7

Annexed to the story was a statement by a University of

Louisville professor, Dr. W. L. Moore, who had made it known^g
the planet Venus was near the sun when the UFO was reported.

With so many sightings of a bright light low in the southwest,^

Venus was a prime candidate. On the other hand, the "cone-shaped"
descriptions lend themselves to a balloon explanation but such

plastic giants were not well known at the time.

Pickering, like the other witnesses at Clinton, was ordered

to Wright-Patterson Air -Force Intelligence headquarters for
intensive questioning. This happened to Pickering three times.
Agents at Dayton asked him questions in relays and often used
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tricks to trip him up. Hassles often developed over minor dis

crepancies and when it was all over, Pickering was warned not to

discuss the UFO incident with anyone. Since he was in the Civil
Service at the time, he meekly complied with the imposed censor

ship.39

It goes without saying there was a startling alternative to

iballoons or comets. Perhaps a super machine had lurched about

;the heavens that day, ducking in and out of the clouds, a hos

tile device of a mysterious origin?

The next day a note of caution was evident in a wire service

story:

"National Guard Headquarters emphasized, however, that

in its opinion there was no connection between the plane's

explosion and the flying object it was seeking to investi

gate.

"Meanwhile, Godman Field Commanding Officer, Col. F.

Hix, revealed a group of Louisville scientists will join
him in watching the skies for a possible reappearance of

the 'flying saucers' reported over Kentucky Wednesday."40

And watch they did, for at least six more months when another

UFO paid a visit, but that is an August story and will not be

discussed here.

Meanwhile, the UFOs popped up elsewhere in a continuing mystery.

Buzz bomb?

A call to the FBI office in Atlanta, Georgia, detailed a "buzz

bomb" encounter in the air by an Eastern Air Lines passenger plane,

midnight, January 9th, over Acworth, Georgia. The EAL DC-3 en

route from St. Louis was droning along an airlane at 3,000 feet

when something resembling a concentrated mass of blue flame in a
circular shape, except for the top quarter which was flat (i.e.,
pot-shaped), crossed the airliner's path on a course of about 10

degrees below the horizontal and at a speed of about 400 miles
per hour. After crossing in front of the airliner, the ''blue
flame sputtered and turned immediately earthward...and died
altogether." The pilot of the EAL plane, who had wartime experi
ence in England, said the thing may have been a "buzz bomb" like
that formerly used by the Germans.^1

The United Press asked: "Flying Saucers Again?"# This was in
reference to a spectral specter over Wilmington, Ohio, and then

the newsservice threw in some similar news from Youngstown:

"Lt. Col. F. Pierce of the Army Reserves said he saw orange-

yellow lights which appeared to converge from the north and the

northeast toward the center of an imaginary circle..."42

Profusions of Illusions?

Early in January, a pencil-shaped thing, spewing smoke and

sparks like a beautiful fireworks display, bolted straight across

the heavens dazzling two witnesses in Danville, Ky.43

Elsewhere a Captain Kenneth Helton and a Captain James Pargoe

of Squadron "D" of a unit designated Air Evacuation, Atlantic
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Division, Air Transport Command, were at the controls of a trans

port aircraft flying over Hartford, Connecticut, on January 11th

.when in broad daylight they witnessed the passage of a strange

!object diving down through the atmosphere at a 45 degree angle.
Although the thing flashed by at a high velocity, the pilots

said they made out a red colored, disc-shaped craft with a blue

tinted central portion. No vapor trail was noticed.1*1*

Northern Denmark experienced "visitations" on January 19th when

objects immersed in halos of blue light that tapered off into

green wakes soared over Hjerring, Hjerup. Some witnesses termed

the phenomenon rocket-like in appearance. While under observation

one of the mystery objects came to a halt and then suddenly ex

ploded.1*5

An Air Force comment, evidently written much later in 1948 when
unexplained "aerial flares" appeared in the skies of the U.S.

southwest, stated:

"There is nothing in the meager description of this

incident that precludes the possibility of the objects
being meteors. The description would also allow for

their being rockets. However, the explosion of the

objects favors the meteoric hypothesis.

"It might be well to note the similarity of this and

other Scandinavian reports of the 'green flash' objects
reported from New Mexico."^6

"Green flash" objects over New Mexico???

47
Project Sign became completely activated January 2 2nd. If

there was any inclination to jump to conclusions in the months

ahead, it would be hampered by a planned compartmentalization.
An official spokesman admitted later:

"All told, at one time or another, some two hundred

people were engaged on Project Sign. It was agreed among

them that they would not pool their ideas. 'We didn't

want them influencing each other...(because) we had

enough suggestibility on our hands as it was.'"48

This resurgence of official activity produced a directive on

February 4th from Air Defense Command, Mitchel Air Force Base,

New York, to FBI headquarters in Washington, which read:

"Investigations will be coordinated with the FBI

office concerned in accordance with instructions con

tained in letter, this headquarters, D 3 3 3.3 Ex, sub

ject, 'Cooperation of FBI with AAF on Investigation of
Flying Disc Incidents,' 3 Sept. 1947."49

The Liaison desk at the FBI manned by Special Agent S. Wesley

Reynolds put through a call to Lt. Col. C. P. Martin of Air Force

Intelligence to remind the military Hoover wanted no part of the

saucer business.^0 Col. Martin was apologetic and explained:
"...apparently the Air Defense Command at Mitchel Field was not
aware of the fact that the Bureau was no longer conducting inves

tigations regarding flying discs."51

January 21st the Danish newspaper Aftenbladet reported a

sighting made by three farmhands near Vejle of a high speed

silvery thing that zipped overhead only 600 feet high. No
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American military attache, Colonel Earl C. Ewert, forwarded this
evidence of continued European UFO activity to the Pentagon.52

Further word from Europe caused more than coffee-cup commen

tary at Air Force Intelligence, although the data did not arrive

through official channels, but in a rather mundane way--a news

paper clipping:

"ROUEN, France, Jan. 29—(UP) Police said today they

were investigating peasants' reports that mysterious

white balls of light, airplance flights and descents

by parachutes had been seen in the neighborhood of

Rouen."53

A. C. Loedding, the technical expert at Air Force Intelligence,

immediately dispatched instructions to military agents in France
asking:

"(1) What were the exact purposes of the parachute

descents? State number of personnel involved

and equipment carried.

"(2) What type parachutes were used? Obtain design

and construction details.

"(3) What type aircraft were used? Troop, transport,
etc.

"(4-) What caused the 'mysterious white balls of light?'

(a.) Is there any information connecting this
incident with the flying discs? If so,

state the exact location, date, time,

weather, number, shape, color, and size.

Any photographs or sketches should also

be furnished, along with information

regarding any sound, exhaust trail or 5U

effect on the clouds that were observed."

Meanwhile, with the UFO in the Mantell case only provisionally

identified as Venus, other saucer shenanigans in the region de

layed the Air Force's recovery of its composure.

Three weeks after Mantell's death, on February 1st, a metallic

looking disc some 60 feet across and generating a bright orange

glare, was supposed to have been seen hovering over a farmhouse

just outside Circleville, Ohio.55

The saucer situation up to February 17th was the pursuit of

an elusive "super airplane" or a "step rocket." Air Force

Intelligence evaluation teams consisted just of engineers even

though they were authorized to enlist aid from other sources.

Edward Ruppelt once clarified this point a bit:

"...the primary function of the Air Technical

Intelligence Center is not, as some people believe,

analyzing the UFO mystery. It is charged with the

prevention of technological surpise by a foreign

country. It studies all the data it can get on

enemy aircraft, guided missiles, and technological

advances on anything that flies. It got the saucer

project because the one thing that every observer

agreed on was—the things flew."56
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There seemed no pressing reason to call in scientists to help

at this time. It was true there had been reports of some odd

"meteors" but they were very liberally interpreted as natural

phenomenon. The flying saucers were thought of as something of

a conventional missile or aircraft within the understanding of
the military experts. This comfortable arrangement didn't last.

The heavens torn asunder, panic in the hen house, and a "crack

pot" letter.

February 18, 1948:

The Earth hung securely on strands of attraction and counter-

attraction in its stellar region. The sun shone down upon the

green terrestrial orb as it had done for eons. A pleasant pan

oply of blue hung over the American midwest, the inhabitants

going about their business with a sense of security with expec
tations of yet another commonplace day. And then out of the

whirlpools of darkness that fills the infinitudes, it came.

BOOOOM!

The concussion terrified residents in a wide area. Many fled

their homes as windows shattered. Throughout six states, build
ings swayed and the ground shook. A vast blue-tinted cloud

billowed out 3 5 miles above in the upper atmosphere. The editor
of the Weekly Norton News at Norton, Kansas, at first thought a

gas station on the corner had blown up. Numerous small detona

tions rumbled about the heavens after the initial violence just
like a thunderclap. Stunned people stood in the streets of
communities like Norton and stared up at an evil-looking vapor
trail twisting over upon itself in crooked spirals high in the
atmosphere. Airfields sent search planes aloft believing that
an airliner had exploded in their vicinity. Near Norton and

Norcatur, Kansas, close to the actual point of the aerial blast,

a pair of Army B-29 bombers circled in the sky until sundown

while country roads leading to the area filled with autos
carrying the curious as rumors of a major catastrophe spread

rapidly. A frightened few were very vocal about their fears

that the "flying saucers" were responsible for the sky blast

as they gazed at the B-29s flying orbits around the lingering

cloud of smoke.57

Since no meteor fragments were immediately discovered, the

tremendous explosion came under suspicion. The military took

instant interest in the aerial spectacle and sought testimony
from various witnesses. Most gave meteor-like details, however,

some accounts were quite odd. One man living east of Norton

said that just prior to the big blast: "...he heard something
roaring in the sky to the west of him, far away and very high...

(and) that it resembled a rocket traveling northeast toward

Norton."58 Similarly, another person at the time that was.

14 miles east of Norton, testified that he was:

"...riding his horse in a pasture, when he heard

something queer, a sound coming from the sky. Looking

up to the southwest, he saw what appeared to be a rocket
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(emphasis the Air Force), just like he had seen during

the war in Europe. It startled him, and he jumped off

the horse. He then remounted, watched its course, almost

on a level but losing altitude a little, and then it ex

ploded with a big cloud of smoke, apparently over Norton,

from where he was, south of Prairie View..."59

An additional note related that an: "eastern Kansas newspaper
carried a story about six days ago of one just like this (above

mentioned object), coming from the south to the vicinity of Iola,
Kansas, where it turned west and disappeared into the sky."60

The next story is simply fantastic:

"My name is...(deleted), and I live on a farm 14

miles west of Stockton and 1 mile north, off US 24.
"On February 18 at about 5 p.m., I was standing near

my hogpen about 100' east of my house, when I heard the

pheasants raising a disturbance and the chickens all

rushed to the henhouse. I looked around toward the

house to see what was causing it and saw something

hovering just above the house. I ran toward the house,
and it then lowered over the north end of the house,
and settled toward the ground. I was then very near

it, approximately six feet, when it stopped about level
with my face, and just_wobbled around for an instant,
fire belching out of it and sucking back in. The thing
was about 4 feet long, shaped something like a funnel.

There was a pipe sticking right at my belly. Suddenly

there was a lot of sparks showering from it, and the

fire increased as if a fuse might have lighted, and it
took off in a northwesterly direction very fast, gaining

altitude as it went. My wife heard it leave and ran out
where it stood, and we watched it go, leaving a trail of

smoke all the way. Suddenly there was a great cloud of

smoke in the sky, not more than 40 seconds after it left

my yard, and in a second or more, we heard an explosion.

I then stepped off from my house to where it had been,

and it was five steps. Yes, it was hot, I could feel the
heat from it. Had I not been washing my car prior to the
occurrence, wetting the ground, there would have been a

bare spot in the yard where the thing started up because
there was a great rush of fire from it when it left. It

must have been quite high when it exploded."60

Aside from the forementioned astonishing story,' at the outset
it was clear the Air Force was dealing with something from the
very depths of space, as far as the majority of accounts indi

cated, since the mushroom of smoke had been calculated to have

had been at a height of 30 to 3 5 miles.

On February 20th an individual living in Pueblo, Colorado,

composed a long letter to the U.S. Army Chief of Staff in

Washington, whose office in turn forwarded the missive to Wright-

Patterson for consideration. Oddly enough the fellow's ideas got
a hearing. His fundamental assertion was that the Norcatur object
was anomalous. He then proceeded to build a series of suppositions
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In the first postulation he dwelled on what he reckoned to be an

odd peculiarity. Apparently military Intelligence shared a some

what similar feeling, otherwise the ramblings of this layman would

no doubt be found preserved in Air Force files for that period.

This missive from Pueblo read:

"A sketch-diagram of the earth and moon's orbit

reveals a peculiarity in connection with the object's

appearance, which may be significant.

"If a line is stricken at right-angles across the

meridional position of the site of explosion of this

meteor at the hour angle four o'clock local time and

this line be considered the west-to-east course of the

object, then it will be seen that if this line is con

tinued outward into space toward tfie orbit of the moon

it will intersect the lunar orbit at a place near to

where the moon would be at from 80 to one hundred hours

after the explosion took place."62

At this point he makes his sensational suggestion:

"If this thing is a rocket of some kind headed for

the moon, it might first have been seen as a streak of

smoke, then later as a ball of fire, and lastly as a

tremendous explosion when it at last reached sufficient

speed and elevation for take-off.

"The writer has in mind the various and unexplained

reports on 'flying saucers,' and bases this speculation

upon a long consideration of various oddments of reports

whose significance might be of space-craft from other

worlds of space."63

As an example he pointed out the "rigid formation" of the

famous meteor passage of February 1913 over the northeastern part

of the United States, a series of star-like dots that sailed

majestically through the heavens like, as some described it, "an

airplane race." With that case in mind, he proposed yet another

scheme:

"If a line is projected backwards along this line

of flight it will be seen that this line 'comes out'

at the position of the moon at the time. The 1913

phenomenon occurred in the mid-period of a series of
reports on dirigible aircraft of appearance like zep-

pelins which were seen over England and whose appear**

ance terminated—or reports on the appearances stopped-*-

just prior to the inferior conjunction of Venus of April 24,
1913."64

More of his moon ship mullings;

"This is of course speculation. But has anyone yet

explained the 'flying discs' in terms of all the pretty-

well proven facts in connection with them? I submit that

the Army needs men who are capable of recognizing the

anomalies beforementioned when they occur, even if only

to aid in speculation regarding them."65
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Oddly enough the "moon-ship" idea could conceivably explain
some otherwise strange sightings. The experts may have actually

asked themselves whether or not mysterious craft were making
round trips from the moon to the earth and back, dipping into the
earth's atmosphere for awhile and returning to their home port._
There had been reports of inexplicable "ghost rockets" accompanied
by explosions over Scandinavia during the summer and fall of 1946,
and again early in 1947. Now, a year later, more such activity
was being reported. During the week of February 25 - 26th, enig
matic activity took place in the skies of Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden. Air Force Intelligence said of the European phenomena:

"Information given here is too limited for any con
clusions to be drawan. The stated heights, the occur
rence at the same time each night, and their specific
direction makes explanations of the objects as meteors
unlikely. The green tails are also not characteristic

of typical meteors, but would fit into a description of
rockets or flares."66

More specifically, the Air Force experts stated:

"Some of the data on the case reads that the 'flying
missiles,' emitting a green flame but leaving no trace
in the sky, have been reported recently over_Sweden,

Norway, and Denmark, coming from the direction of
Peenemunie, generally at 2130 hours, at altitudes ranging
from tree-top level to 20,000 feet, at an estimated speed

of one to two miles per second."67

Edward Ruppelt, whose writings on the UFO mystery are widely
considered authoritative, named the UFO encounter in the night ^
sky over Alabama on July 24, 1948, as one of the all-time classic
cases and leads up the episode by referring to a UFO flap in
Europe early in 1948. However, he avoided dwelling on European
sightings of mysterious rocket-like objects, and instead chose
to emphasize European reports of strange "balls of fire" in the
air 6§ Yet, the lone available reference in the English language
press makes no mention of fiery "balls" but uses the term "rocket
instead. In the Londom Times it was announced:

"Scandinavian visitors to this country report that
rockets have recently been seen traveling at very high
speed over Sweden, Norway, Denmark and coastal waters,
coming from the direction of Peenemunde, the German experi
mental centre where V-l flying bombs and V-2 rockets were
developed. Peenemunde is now in the Russian zone. The
missiles are almost invariably seen at 9:30 a.m. m

"The rockets have been seen at various heights, ranging

from just over the tree tops to 2 5,000 feet. They emit a
bluish-green flame, but unlike the V-2 rockets--leave no
trail in the sky. Their speed is estimated at between two
and three kilometers a second, equivalent to about 4,50U
to 6,750 m.p.h. Observers say that their trajectory
appears to follow the curvature of the earth s surface.

"Such missiles have been noticed three times in recent
weeks by pilots of D.N.L., the Norwegian Air Lines. One
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was seen a few days ago off Skagen, the most northerly point of
Denmark, by the pilot of a D.N.L. aircraft, Captain A. Harvedt,
president of the Norwegian airline pilot's association, who
during the war served with the Royal Norwegian Air Force from
British bases. He and his co-pilot noticed a missile flying at
between 2 0,000 and 2 2,000 feet. They timed it with a stop watch,
it disappeared over the horizon in four seconds. Peenemunde is
on the Baltic coast of Germany, about 60 miles northwest of Stettin
and 2 5 miles northwest of Swinemunde, opposite Rugen Island.

Within a week, on March 1st, further information arrived from
overseas, this time through official channels:

"An ONL plane en route from Aalberg, Denmark, to Oslo,
Norway, sighted a projectile coming from the southeast,
passing along the Swedish Coast and disappearing over

Norway. The missile was at 20,000 feet and disappeared
over the horizon in four seconds. It emitted a bluish-
green flame but left no trail in the sky. The projec
tile seemed to follow the earth's surface.

"Similar missiles have been observed at Hjuken and

Finge, Norway.
"In this connection, it is interest to know that?0

heavy water is currently being produced in Hjuken.

The military experts penned:

"The description given here is entirely too fragmen-
-' tary for any conclusions to be drawn. The object # sighted

could have been a meteor, a rocket, or a guided missile.
The fact that it left no trail in the sky argues against

its having been a meteor."71

Another story, that may or may not have had a bearing on the
mystery, was contained in an official summary late in February.

It read:

"A British European Airways Plane, flying from
London to Lisbon, was hit in the air by a 'fireball
which hit the nose of the aircraft, shook it violently,
and made a hole in the elevator."/z

What about Europe anyway? So far relatively untouched by the
aerial controversy compared to America, hardly a word was heard
from that side of the Atlantic. An exception could be found in

an English journal.

"Brain Trust."

At a meeting of the British Interplanetary Society on March 5
1948, a series of questions were put to some members of the Society
of superior reputation dubbed the "Brain Trust." One of the
posers went: "What are the views of the Brain Trust on flying
saucers?" Suppositively the answers given represent the most
informed opinion in the British lies at the time .Of the five
members of the "Trust," three chose to answer. Briefly Put>
Ovenden, B. Sc, F.R.A.S., warned that it was unwise to be dog
matic and that some reports may have a concrete basis, although
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he personally leaned toward physio-psychological delusions.

R.A. Smith, another illustrious member of the Society, gave the

longest reply, which said in part: "I prefer to keep an open
mind on matters where I do not have sufficient evidence to form
an opinion..." He, however, conceded the possibility that the
saucers could be "reconnaissance tenders" of visitors from deep

space which he understood to be the proper course of action for
a Martian general. He found the greatest favor, none the less,

with the idea that the sky furor was simply a "silly-season"
journalism antic. The name most Americans would recognize,
Arthur C. Clarke, gave the third and last comment. For some
reason many of the biggest names in science fiction, for which
Clarke is world famous, have always been adamantly anti-saucer
and Clarke is no exception. In this instance Clarke expressed
an unqualified preference for the mass-suggestion theory illus
trated so aptly by H. Cantril's classic study of the 19 3 8 Orson^

Wells "Invasion from Mars" broadcast, for he saw as a prime anti-
saucer argument the apparent fact that 9 0 percent of the flying
objects were being reported over America and not over the rest

of the planet, an unlikely condition for an alien visitation.7 3

The question of distribution was compounded by an odd frequency
on occasion. A March 5th case at Bakersfield, California, illus

trates this. Military experts commented:

"While this report taken alone, with allowances made

for subjective reporting, could be considered as apply-

' ing to a disintegrating meteorite, the occurrence of at

least three very similar incidents at the same location,
over a time interval of a few days, is sufficient to make

this hypothesis completely untenable.

"The description applies more closely to the 'star

shell' (a projectile which after disintegration emits
a parachute to bring instruments safely to the ground),
with which this investigation was familiar during the

war, than to anything else."74

By March 13, 1948, military Intelligence sought advice from a
scientific authority after having reached an impasse using only
engineering expertise. It was something of a milestone.

Major Melvin Faulk interviewed the Secretary of the National
Meteoritical Society, Oscar B. Monnig, and zeroed in on the sky
explosion of February 18, 1948. The Major broached the subject
using the words "supposed meteorite" since as yet no evidence in
the way of recovered fragments existed to the military's knowledge,
Mr. Monnig examined photographs of the fireball's dust cloud and
read eyewitness accounts. This evidence was sufficient to con
vince him that a meteor was responsible for the aerial blast.
To explain his stand, he described the fiction-heating process,

air pressures involved, and the gases that produced the atmos

pheric explosion. As for fallen particles, or meteorites, he
related how to calculate impact ellipses which depended on the
inclination of the meteor's flight path. That nothing had been
recovered so far did not surprise him since the residue of such
a fall, he said, usually consisted of silicates the size of stones

on the order of just a few ounces.
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Major Faulk made a note recommending the acquisition of known

photographs of meteor trails so Project SIGN would have some refer

ence material for future comparative purposes. Before terminating

the interview, Mr. Monnig:

"...quoted the book, 'The Book of the Damned' by Charles

Fort as an interesting collection of unexplained aerial phe

nomena. He said that the incidents are authentic, but that

Mr. Fort's conclusions and interpretations are fantastic."75

Dr. Lincoln La Paz, Director of the Institute of Meteorites,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was contacted

on March 3 0th concerning the ."crackpot" moon rocket letter received
by the military late in February. The person forwarding the mis
sive to La Paz was the Deputy Executive Director of the Committee
on Geophysical Sciences, Research and Development Board. Excerpts

of La Paz's comments are part of the Air Force's investigative

files. They are summarized here.

The University of New Mexico professor termed certain aspects

of the letter as fantastic, as one would expect, based as they

were on untrustworthy newspaper accounts, however, he allowed

that perhaps one percent of the flying saucer reports may be

"real." The fireball procession of 1913 he identified as a rare

but not unknown type of meteor fall. That creatures from Venus,
and/or the Moon, were invading, he refused to take seriously and
doubted any others of his profession would do so either. He then

agreed with Monnig that the exceptionally large sky blast of
February 18th would in due time be proven to be a conventional
meteor event, although admitting that the rocket hypothesis had
the support of three control tower men at McCook Field in Nebraska
that perceived the fireball as: "...a black object with an ex
tremely bright jet of flame pouring out of the rear."'6

As for the Stockton, Kansas farmer* who had rubbed his eyes in
disbelief when he (allegedly) came face-to-face with a "flying
funnel" that belched fire and frightened his chickens, La Paz

remarked: "A determined effort is under way to check up on

(name deleted) veracity (and sanity!). Confessing that he had
not personally talked with the farmer, La Paz related the impres
sions of a colleague that had done so and had considered the
farmer sincere and very badly frightened by the experience.

La Paz wrapped up his opinions with: "While I still cling to
the meteorite hypothesis (concerning a number of extraordinary
falls in the previous few years), it is clear that which ever

alternative is the right one, the situation cries aloud for

thorough investigation."77

*An uncensored document elsewhere in Air Force files names this
witness as a "Norman G. Markham." There is also a "Norman G.
Markham" listed as a Fortean Society member who authored specula
tions about alien spacesphips visiting the Earth and apparently
lived somewhere in mid-America since he corresponded with Texas

newspapers quite often.
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The official creation of Project SIGN must have been welcome

by Air Force investigators even though it was only funded at a

mere $34,000,7 8 for it came just in time to help head off adverse

public reactions to the Air Force's handling of the UFO problem.

Outside the offices of Air Force Intelligence the first few

speculations since the Summer of 1947 from civilian sources

appeared. UFO speculations would prove to be potent literary

material for every kind of book, magazine, or tabloid. A good
start was a short piece in Sir magazine by Fortean Vincent H.

Gaddis, a specialist in offbeat topics who submitted an essay to

the publication which was printed in the March 1948 issue under

the title: "Apparitions of the Atomic Age." Gaddis, a writer-
investigator who eventually was termed an able and conscientious
disciple of the famous UFO pioneer Charles Fort by Fort's bio

grapher Damon Knight, felt compelled to bring to the American
public the subject of the sightings of strange "burning plane"

type meteors seen over the nation during the 1940 's, the weird
foo fighters that stalked Allied aircraft during the war, the

ghost rockets reported in the skies over Scandinavia in 1946,

and accounts of a night flying "ghost plane" that baffled England

in the early Spring of 1947. He suggested that all these different

riddles were blood brothers. In his summation Gaddis penned:

"All conceivable explanations are startling. If

secret flying bombs and rockets experimentation is

taking place, we are experiencing a minor preview of

what will occur in the next great conflict; if mass

hallucination or hysteria is responsible, we see

reflected in these visions the universal fear and

worry that lies like a heavy, dark cloud over the

people of earth.

"And if the final report of the Swedish government,

as well as numerous American observations are correct,

then we are witnessing an unprecedented shower of visi
tors from the vast void beyond—meteors that are novel ^g

and refuse to obey the known laws of celestial mechanics."

From major articles it wasn't long until whole issues of various
periodicals were given over to the UFO subject, like the Spring of
1948 issue of Fate magazine. Orientated toward what the editors

considered the strange and the unknown, the first issue of the
periodical splashed the flying saucer mystery over its front cover.

Ray Palmer had joined forces with a Curtis Fuller to start Fate

after departing the publishers of Amazing Stories, Ziff-Davis.»0

Here, in this first issue of Fate, was a complete rundown on

the Kenneth Arnold sighting, a fairly reasonable analysis of experi
mental aircraft that might explain the sky riddle, and a discussion
of the mystery's implications.81 It marked the beginning of a
heated and enduring debate that would quickly gain notoriety on

a deserving scale.

Another article in the same issue written by the editors
strongly suggested the possibility that excessive official
censorship existed although not much evidence of that could be

gathered at this point.
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Fate's treatment of the mystery was fleshed out with a 30 pageQ2
account of UFO sightings made during the Summer and Fall of 1947.

Yet another assessment of the UFO problem came from a tiny
group based in southern California headed by a Mr. Meade Layne,"

that called itself the "Borderland Science Research Associates."
As small as it was, the band had nonetheless done some limited
data gathering and interpreting portending much bigger efforts
by civilian organizations. Findings by some of BSRA's members
were made public in the early part of 1948, although the publish
ing was such a limited affair such material would be collector

items if found today. In June 1948, BSRA published a booklet
titled: "The Mystery of the Flying Disks." Also, in certain
1948 issues of the group's newsletter, Round Robin, there were

articles like: "A Study of Aerial Phenbmena" by a Vaugn Green,

and "A Graph of Disk Flights" by a Max Freedom Long.

A more substantial group, the Fortean Society, with its na
tionally distributed newsstand magazine Doubt, could have had
some impact on public opinion if it hadn't been for its editor
Tiffany Thayer. As editor of Doubt, a publication devoted to
the unexplained and the criticism of conservative thought, Thayer

should have considered the saucer mystery just his cup of tea,
yet he took a dim view of the aerial fuss. He was besieged with
mail from the readers of Doubt about saucers but early on Thayer
had become enamored with some speculation that blamed the UFO
business on the Pentagon, the so-called mystery just an invention
of some generals. Anti-war, anti-Pentagon, and "anti" a lot of
things, the idea that "the powers that be" were trying to put
something over on the American public was an idea that suited
him fine. He admitted, nevertheless, that many credible people
were on the list of saucer sighters, thus at various times he
gave grudging notice to some strange incident. His readers
carried the ball from there, showering him with letters proposing

an array of theories. To stem the tide, Thayer decreed that the
Fortean Society would not take sides and conduct no crusade, in
short, would pay little heed to the excitement. It was, perhpas,
an unfortunate decision because a freewheeling debate on UFOs
within the pages of Doubt might have turned up some interesting
information during an otherwise little-covered period of UFO
history. Only occasionally would Thayer relent and make brief
acknowledgments that the UFO story continued to make news. Late
in June, for example, eastern Texas was visited by "phantom lights
in the sky and Thayer would give the readers of Doubt little more

than that in the way of detail.83

The Forteans could have taken advantage of the first signs of
public unrest. An irate reader of the Oakland (California) Tribune
wrote the editor of that paper to complain about the lack of follow-
up on such mysterious phenomena as the huge sky blast of February.
The writer surmised that the UFO situation must be: "...so grave

..that 'hush! hush!' had been applied to it."84-

*Meade Layne, founder and first director of the organization with
its journal Round Robin, set up the group in 1945. A Riley Crabb
assumed directorship of "BSRA" on June 1, 19 59, when Layne became
ill. Layne died on May 12, 19 61, at the age of 78.
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This concern was understandable for little of anything remotely
substantial had appeared in the press, radio, or other sources.

The prestige of the military was at one of its historic highs
just after World War II, however, so generally it was thought
that the UFO problem could be no more than a mere thorn in the_
side of the Pentagon. What sight comment there was available in
national publications was tiny indeed. Coronet magazine in its
February 1948 issue carried a small contribution to UFO awareness

with its article: "Mystery Stories of the Sky," by Joseph A.
Murphy, an essay devoted primarily to reports of strange lights
and aircraft over the United States between 19 08 to 1910. So
diminutive was the article and so dated the material, its influ
ence on the public could not have been aything but ineffectual.
On the other hand, sensational UFO events in large doses would
prove heady stuff but much of the more important information ^
remained hidden from public view being contained in confidential
official reports, messages, and letters, exchanged between mili

tary and government agencies.

The Haunting of Hollowman (continued):

Right in the middle of the Air Force's meteor musing, sky ghosts
appeared over Hollowman AFB, New Mexico, the 5th of April, which
drew attention to the U.S. Southwest. Word had been received of
unexplained objects at an altitude of 20 0 miles above Hollowman.
Here was a breed of UFO that merited measurements by a meteor_
yardstick. Two of Wright Field's top people left for New Mexico
immediately. They were Lt. Col. James C. Beam and civilian tech
nical advisor/investigator Alfred C. Loedding. A teletype mes
sage was flashed on ahead by Col. Clingerman of ATIC to alert
Col. Paul Helmick, Commanding Officer of Hollowman, that repre
sentatives of the Air Force's Project SIGN were on the way by
military air because: "Mr. Zabriski of this HQ indicated_that
Dr J. W. Peoples of the Watson laboratories has infomration that

would be of vital importance to the Intelligence department.

After their arrival at Hollowman, Col. Beam and Mr. Loedding
learned that professor Peoples had been transferred to Maxwell
AFB at Montgomery, Alabama. The two ATIC representatives had
departed Wright Field so quickly word of Peoples' unavailability
had not reached them in time to abort the trip, but while at
Hollowman they did obtain the names of various witnesses to the
UFO activity in the New Mexico region before enplaning for a short
air hop to Phoenix, Arizona, to fill out the file on the July of
1947 Rhodes saucer photos. At the Rhodes residence in Phoenix,
Col. Beam and Mr. Loedding talked with the man to ascertain his
sincerity and to examine the fellow's "panoramic Research Labora
tory and Observatory." Mr. Rhodes made a good impression person

ally and the "laboratory" with the fancy name turned out to be a
well equipped facility for its size. Was Rhodes on the level?

The three men stood in Rhodes' backyard as the man that had
taken the two famous 1947 saucer pics made gestures to describe
the exact paths of approach and departure of the flying craft that
July afternoon nine months before. Rhodes had the following to
incorporate into his original report: "...when the object turned
directly away from him, he observed what appeared to be one large
opening, or vent across the entire trailing edge.
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On a later trip to the Southwest, Col. Beam had a chance to

speak with three employees of Watson Laboratories that had done

the actual observing of the strange objects over Hollowman

(Dr. Peoples having been erroneously identified as a witness).

The trio had seen something odd but not 200 miles up. The names

are deleted from official files but we know that two of the men

worked for the Watson Radar Laboratory Section and the remaining

one for the Watson Radar in some other capacity. The viewing of
the UFOs occurred the afternoon of April 5, 1948, during a search

for an experimental balloon. All three men were emphatic that

the UFOs were not balloons. Paragraphs listed 3 - 6 in the offi

cial document on the case contain the meat of the report:

"Mr. (deleted) was the only one of the three who

saw two objects. When he first perceived them they were

going straight up, then one veered to the right, started

down, and was lost to view. Directing his attention

to the other object, Mr. (deleted) saw it arc into

the west at terrific speed and disappear suddenly.

Mr. (deleted) described the object as being of

a golden hue, rather indistinct in outline and pos

sessing somewhat the appearance of a major's insignia,

that is, irregularly rounded and slightly concave on

top.

"Mr. (deleted) saw only one object which was

evidently the one that veered to the right and down.

/ He was able to keep it in sight longer than did Mr.

(deleted) and described its maneuvers as completing a

large loop after its downward descent, then soaring

upward and disappearing suddenly. To him it appeared

gray-white in color, its vaguely defined form giving

the appearance of a large object at a- great distance.

"Presumably Mr. (deleted) saw the object that

did not veer to the right. He stated that this object

made three vertical loops upon completion of which it

disappeared in a large arc to the west at tremendous

speed. He admitted that at first glance it seemed to

resemble a balloon but in his considered opinion it

was definitely not that. He stated that it was abso

lutely silent on the desert that afternoon and that no

audible noise was heard from the object. Neither was

any signal nor atmospheric noise heard on the 400-meter

receiver to which he was listening at the time. He

further stated that the wind at high altitude that

day was very calm being only 10 to 15 miles an hour

from the west at 65,000 feet. As for analogous size,

if the moon were considered the size of an orange, the

object would approximate the size of a dime.

"All agreed on the following: the object was very

high, moved faster than any known aircraft, possessed

a rounded, indistinct form, and disappeared suddenly

rather than fading away in the distance. It was

definitely not a balloon and apparently not manned

judging from the violent maneuvers which were per
formed at a high rate of speed."87
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Although he had not observed the UFOs himself, Dr. Peoples

placed great credence in the witnesses and urged the establish
ment of a radar/optical watch at Hollowman in case of repeated

appearances of the UFOs, but Col. Beam did not feel the fre

quency was sufficient enough to set up the required instrumen
tation and the assignment of personnel. Dr. Peoples promised
to keep Wright Field advised of further manifestations and

Col. Beam countered with assurances that if UFO reports inten
sified he would reconsider the professor's suggestions.88

Before moving on we should say that the story of something
200 miles high was contained in a statement prepared by an Air^
Force communication officer which detailed the spectacular claim:

"... the objects seen were not moving at an excessive
speed, but rather were motionless at an altitude some

where in the vicinity of 200 miles. When these were seen

on the radar scope of the CPS-4 (Modified) the angle of
elevation of the radar antenna was approximately 7 0

degrees from horizontal.

"During the latter part of August 1947, this organi-
ation was carrying on several test runs with a modified
SCR-270 at this base. I had released a corner reflector

and two balloons and was watching them in flight as they
drifted to the southeast from this base.. While watching •
the balloons through a pair of ten-power binoculars, a

-white object, appearing to be round, came into my field
of vision. I followed the object as far as possible,
but lost it within seconds after picking it up. The

object was traveling at an unprecedented rate of speed
and appeared to be several thousand feet over the top

of the Sacramento mountain range, traveling in hori
zontal flight south to north.

"There have been other times when manning the M-2
Optical Tracker, that I have seen round or flat-round

objects that were unexplainable."89

A follow-up put a damper on things and the Lieutenant's state
ments took on less of a mysterious aura which probably contributed
to Colonel Beam's lack of enthusiasm for a special effort in the

area:

»Mr. (deleted) of the Radar Laboratory was inter

viewed on June 4, 1948. His statements do not check
very closely with those contained in Lt. (deleted)
who was one of two observers on a modified CPS 4 Optical
Tracking Device. The observations Lt. (deleted)
reported seeing on this equipment could not be confirmed
at any time by the other tracker, Mr. (deleted) who

passed off the 'ghost pip' he personally observed on

the radar equipment as merely the illusion of the equip

ment. He explained that this 'ghost' did not move, and
was possibly the echo from a distant mountain on a side
wave of the radar equipment. He also spoke of 'crazing'
which is the effect on radar by the white gypsum sand
in the area directly west of the Air Base. He also men

tioned another form of 'ghost' called 'Angels' which
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have been detected and which are believed to be caused

by changes in air density. Such phenomena have been
observed and reported from Camp Edwards."90

Impressive or not, the UFO reports coming out of the New Mexico
region would have at least one strong characteristic. They would

occur again and again.

Meanwhile, back East things were astir. Indiana State prison
had a UFO visitor April 2 8th, and six more of the rascals were
sighted over Homer, Michigan, the same day.yi But, to back up_
a bit, something of greater interest erupted some two weeks prior

to the forementioned cases. .

More and more mystery spindles:

Persons living in Ashley, Ohio, on April 12th, sighted some
thing in the blue sky they described variously as: ... a long
cylindrical body like a stick of firewood ... (and) but when the g2
sun was shining on it it looked opalescent like Mother of Pearl.
Another person said it: "... looked like a vertical cylinder,
larger at the bottom and narrow at the top with streamers or
streaks of vapor attached to it."9 3 Still another witness re

marked: "..-. it looked to me like a spherical 'blob' with streaks
above it. It was white and clearly outlined but it did not look
like a balloon. "91+ One witness was a Protestant minister who

stated:

"My first reaction was that it was a plane on fire
as it seemed to be an object surrounded by a vaporous

substance. After studying it for a few seconds, it be
came clearly outlined and looked like a vertical cylin
der, larger at the bottom and narrow at the top with
streamers or streaks of vapor attached to it. It gave
the appearance of a white cloud but it did not behave
like a cloud as it retained its shape and maintained
a steady movement on a straight course against the

wind."9'5
Finally, a woman in Delaware, Ohio, testified:

"It was very white and there were no shadows on it,
and it was so unusual that I called to my husband to
come out and see it. It was cylindrical in shape and
seemed to have vapor around it at the top. When I
first saw it, it appeared to be leaning at an angle
and then it seemed to right itself and moved along
perpendicular to the ground."9 6

The military evaluation disregarded testimony that the object
in question moved against the wind (surface winds at least) and
filed this statement "... one can surmise that there is a strong
possibility that the object was nothing more than a short verti
cal daytime meteor trail. These trails are known to persist^or
half an hour or more, and drift with prevailing winds aloft.

Speaking of meteors:

An otherwise routine request to a news service for copies of
the February 18th smoke cloud made by Col. W. R. Clingerman, Chief,
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Technical Intelligence Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, on

April 15th, contains this sentence: "This Command is currently

engaged in an intelligence study involving the identification

of meteors and meteorites."9 8 Apparently ATIC was taking reports

of meteor-like objects very seriously. And while we are on the

subject, the first tangible evidence establishing the true nature

of the February 18th phenomenon was the discovery of four and

one quarter pounds of meteorites which was soon followed with

the find of another big batch of space rock weighing 109 pounds

in a clover field in Kansas on April 24th. H. H. Nininger had

made the first ground surveys that helped to pinpoint the fall

area, while Dr. Lincoln La Paz followed up by examining the finds

of stony debris.^ All this confirmed Dr. Monnig's judgment
that the spectacular sky blast had only been a big meteor yet,

while this demoted the February episode to an explained UFO case,

there continued to be "meteor mysteries."

The Memphis "meteors."

Col. Beam had no sooner returned to Wright Field from his trip

to the southwest when the teletype machine at^HQ began a nervous

rapping. Fort McPherson, Ga., was alerting its Air Force com
rades to the passage of mysterious aerial bodies over Memphis,

Tennessee:

"The display was described essentially as small shiny

star-like objects moving at high altitude in a straight

/ line from west to east with the apparent velocity of

shooting stars. Occasionally one would deviate (?!)

from its course making sharp angular turns. They seemed

to disappear in the distance rather than burn out and

disappear suddenly. The witnesses believed they had

observed a meteor shower."100

Estimates given mention the number of objects at between 50 to

60! Id

For once civilian guesses were even more conservative than the

military's. While Memphis citizens thought meteors, the Air Force

experts sought more advice before jumping to that conclusion.

Checks were made with military installations in the region to

rule out any mass flights of aircraft. After that, only one

possibility seemed logical; the one the folks in Memphis were

entertaining.

Typing up his memo on the case later, Col. Beam explained why

he stopped in to see a Dr. Paul Heget of the Cincinnati Observa

tory in Ohio:

"This visit was made in an effort to ascertain the

possibility and the probability of individuals sighting

meteors during daylight hours with the unaided eye.

Dr. Heget stated that such sightings were a very rare

occurrence and when it did take place it almost invar

iably occurred in the afternoon with the observer look

ing toward the west. This time and position .assured

the most suitable conditions and the relatively slow

speed occasioned by both earth and meteor traveling
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in the same1 direction. The meteor would appear as a

dark spot in the sky for a period of two to four

seconds. Dr. Heget expressed serious doubt that the

50 or more objects observed 7 May 1948 in Memphis

were meteors. He was unable, however, to offer any

explanation as to a possible identification of the
objects."102

Dr. Heget suggested that the Air Foce seek the continued coop

eration of Dr. Lincoln La Paz because of that expert's outstand

ing reputation in the study of meteors, moreover the Cincinnati

astronomer recommended another scientist the military might find

especially valuable.

Enter J. Allen Hynek:

Dr. Heget wanted the Air Force to consult with J. Allen Hynek

of Ohio State University who was already conducting photographic

studies for the Air Force in an attempt to take pictures* of stars

during the daylight hours.1°3

Not only would Dr. Hynek be signed to an Air Force Project
SIGN contract, he would find himself still laboring on the UFO

problem some 20 years later. Once while reminiscing, Dr. Hynek
characterized himself as "the innocent bystander that got shot."

Redundant Russian rumors and dead dogs in Turkey:

The U.S. Air Force attache in Ankara had a note delivered to

him from the Pentagon requesting that he investigate fully, with
the help of the Turkish General Staff, the death of a dog in a
village near Adapazari. An item in the Istanbul newspaper Yeni
Sabah on May 5th told of strange doings in the sky over the

countryside:

"There have been reports lately to the effect that

shining objects like meteors have been sighted in vari

ous parts of the country. Some people suggest that

these might be rockets. Information received from

authorized circles reveals that such a thing passed

over Adapazari and was seen to explode in the air.

Parts of it fell into a village nearby and killed a

sheep dog. The thing was found to be a rocket and the

debris will be inspected by experts.

"Observers say that the rocket which is claimed to

have come from the Northwest was flying at an altitude

of 20 0 meters over Adapazari before it fell.

"According to rumors, it is possible that the rocket

is connected with the 'flying disc' experiments being

conducted by the Russians at the station on Mt. Alagos

close to the eastern frontier."105

Classified "secret" the episode was named the "Adapazari Incident"

in an information request to the Air Force Chief of Staff, which
-asked that inquiries be made concerning rumored: "... experiments
by Russians on Mt. Alagos."*106

^Nothing further on these supposed Russian saucer experiments is
contained in Air Force records for this period.
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On the other hand:

In an Intelligence message from Moscow originating from a source

merely designated as "The Friend," and classified: SECRET, was

data that had the effect of putting Soviet saucer speculators at

sixes and sevens. Was Moscow just as mystified as Washington

about UFOs? The date of this message was June 10, 194 8. It

read:

"MOSCOW, USSR, 'WHILE IN MOSCOW THE FRIEND HAD MET

WITH MEMBERS OF THE MOSCOW IZVESTIYA EDITORIAL STAFF,

AT WHICH TIME HE HAD LEARNED THAT THE CENTRAL PARTY

COMMITTEE IS MAKING A SPECIAL SECRET STUDY OF THE

AMERICAN 'FLYING SAUCER1 STORY AND THE 'ROCKETS OVER

SWEDEN1 INCIDENT. SOURCE HAD NOT HEARD OF THE 'FLY

ING SAUCERS' IN AMERICA AND SO WAS COMPLETELY IN THE

DARK AS TO WHAT THE 'SECRET STUDY' MIGHT IMPLY."107

Air Force Intelligence urged the following: "Request AMC con

tinue any followups deemed necessary by headquarters, USAF, re

garding followups on Turkish, report will be forwarded to Air1Qg

Material Command (Classification of these remarks: SECRET.).

What the Pentagon didn't know:

"That Incident."

Another strange story from Russia, which reached Western news

journals three decades later, tells of a Soviet aircraft—UFO

encounter that took place on June 16, 1948, near the Caspian

Sea. Russian combat veteran Arkadiy Apraksin was stationed at

Kapustin Yar, also near the Caspian, where he put the latest

turbo jet fighters through flight tests. He was doing this when

at 15,000 feet he caught sight of an "incomprehensible type" of

flying object which he described as resembling a "cucumber" with

trailing light beams. The thing crossed the sky ignoring Soviet

ground station radio warnings to declare its intentions. Apraksin

was ordered to attack the intruder. After closing within a few

miles, the light beams emanating from the rear portion of the

"cucumber" flashed over his plane. At the same time his plane

was bathed with the light, all electrical circuits in Apraksin's

jet went dead disabling his craft. While the Ruassian pilot

glided to a landing, the UFO was seen arcing upward into a cloud,

but things weren't over for Apraksin. He was questioned exten

sively by experts from the Soviet Air Force Directorate, Ministry

of Defense, in regards to "that incident" as the encounter was

referred to. During these interrogations, Apraksin said he was

shown a report about an identical aerial encounter by another

Soviet pilot with an "elongated," or "dirigible-shaped" craft.

While the Pentagon went in ignorance of Apraksin's ordeal, it

did receive word from south-central Europe, specifically a report

from the Yugoslav-Greek frontier dated May 7th. Air Force experts

noted however: "Information given here is entirely too limited

for any conclusions to be drawn. Possibly the object was a

meteor. "HO j-t was hard to evaluate events so far from home

but there was no lack of interesting reports close at hand.
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"Graf Zeppelin."

Halfway between Westfield and Clare, Indiana, on May 12, 1948,

a private pilot found that he was sharing his air space with some

thing unknown but resembling, he said, the "Graf Zeppelin" in

appearance, but slightly smaller in size. It had a bright finish

and zoomed faster than an airliner.HI

An "oblong oddity."

Over Wilmington, North Carolina, May 31st, a woman viewed an

"oblong object" emitting smoke and traveling at an "awfully high

speed." It came from the direction of Bluethenthol Field at

great speed to a point over Cape Fear River where it veered,

slowed down, and left in the direction of Wrightville. The CAA

discredited suggestions an airplane had been in the area.H^

The Air Force felt inclined to explain the case as a meteor

sighting. The reported shape, however, seemed to give the mili

tary experts some trouble. They wrote: "The apparent oblong

shape might have arisen from persistence of vision of a rapidly

traveling bright object. Is there a government testing field
for guided missiles near by?"H3

Within two months another such case would occur in this region

of America that would excite the nation. At the moment the public

had been lulled into a tranquil state by the lack of information.

When the calendar showed June 24-th the UFO mystery, or to be

irfbre accurate, the expression "flying saucer" had its first

birthday. The aviation editor of the Bosie, Idaho, Idaho

Statesman, Dave Johnson, demonstrated once again his unflagging
curiosity in the aerial enigma by writing an anniversary article.

Another personality one might note was the newsman and radio

commentator Frank Edwards who would help blow the UFO story wide

open the following year. Edwards was a persuasive showman and

had an access to the media that would give him influence far

exceeding the value of his personal research and conclusions.

Books later authored by Edwards on the UFO subject would achieve

best seller ranking. They would be done in a popular writing

style which breezed to sensational conclusions, but one has to

seriously credit him with generating public concern about the

UFO problem over a period of many years when other newsmen looked

down their noses at the whole business.

Edwards' personal introduction to the sky mystery came early

in 1948 according to his account. He happened to be vacationing

in Alaska in January photographing the beauties of nature, and

while engaged in such endeavors, he happened to learn from some

bush pilots a bizarre story of how they had sighted and chased

a strange, wingless, flying spindle. Always curious, it being

second nature to a man of his profession, Edwards questioned

Alaskan military authorities only to be told that the unusual

craft he had sighted must have been something the Pentagon was

secretly testing and unknown to the Alaskan command. Much later

Edwards admitted he had accepted the explanation that January

in 1948 at face value and only after two years had passed was

he able to make amends for not checking further into the queer

story. H4
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UFOs and the press circa: June 1948:

Perhaps a single case can be isolated and used to generalize

about the press in the country. Project SIGN conducted inter

views concerning platter-like things soaring over Uniontown,

Pennsylvania. The case boiled down to this:

"At approximately 11:00 p.m. on the 29th of June,

(deleted) saw a luminous oval-shaped object simi

lar to a meat platter rolling along on its edge. It

appeared to be going very fast since it disappeared

in about 5 to 10 seconds. It was without sound or

odour but seemed to have a tail which extended about

a yard or so. Five minutes later, witnesses saw a

second object and after another five minute interval

a third object was observed. They appeared in the

Southwest and flew to the Northeast. The weather

was cloudy with lightning and rolling thunder. The

objects flew over the Oakland St. area or just to the

side of it. They traveled at about 1,000 feet and

then disappeared behind the houses across the street

from the witnesses."155

When Air Force investigator Lt. Wallace Shirey appeared at the

door of the office of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette asking about the

Uniontown sky objects, the editor seemed about as astonished as if
one of the famous overgrown manhole covers had flown in the window.

The editor, evidently one of those who considered talk about the

mystery as more loose than lucid, was attentive when the Lieutentant

remarked that cooperation would be appreciated since such investi
gations cost big hunks of the taxpayers' dough. The head boss of

the Post-Gazette made some rough mental computations and came to

the conclusion that aviating discs were indeed a very expensive

joke if they were not the real McCoy.1^

UFOs were being taken very seriously by the military at this

juncture. Events were building up to a climax and the next case

would have contributed had it been known outside of Finland:

"... a Finnish Army Officer, Major Vaine Perri, and

his wife, saw a large cigar-shaped object. The time

was between 9:00 and 10:00 p.m. local time (mid July

1948) but it was still bright, the sun being just on

the horizon. The object passed over the Perris at
moderate speed, and was seen to be like a thick

cigar with shiny metallic sides and enveloped by

a reddish-bluish glow. It was as large as an air

liner, but had no wings, and made no noise. It was

traveling on a west to east course across 130 - 145

degrees of sky, and remained visible for 25 - 3 5

seconds."117

Not knowing about the above Finnish episode, the U.S. Air Force
nonetheless casted nervous eyes in the direction of Europe. On

June 29th Chief of the ATIC's Operations Section, C. A. Griffith,
notified the military's representatives in Norway to state: "It
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is requested that the employee of the Office, OMA, Oslo, Norway,
be interrogated as to the 'falling stars' she observed the night
of 13 December 1947. "H8

Moreover:

"Should any other phenomena be observed the questions

itemized could form the nucleus of future reports. Any
comments by qualified personnel—particularly from the

University of Oslo—both in regard to the incidents of 12
and 13th Dec. and any possible future would prove most

helpful. "US

Ever since the ghost rocket mystery of 1946 the theory of Russian

machinations loomed large, but by mid 1948 the concept had worn

pretty thin. A report from Holland in July finally tipped the

balance in favor of another consideration.

If Moscow's missiles were cruising around and causing the UFO

reports, why would the Kremlin generals pick American airspace,

or in the following case, the sky over Holland which was right

in the lap of the Western Powers? Certainly Dutch territory was

no place for their secret craft to run out of gas or to have

engine trouble. It seems that in air over Armheim, The Hague,

on July 20, 1948, at 1:30 in the afternoon, two Dutch citizens

sighted a strange spindle-like airship. The incident report
reads:

"One observer saw an object intermittently through

clouds four times. The object had two decks and no

wings, was said to be very high, with speed comparable
to a V-2."120

Official comment took a negative shading:

"The information given here is too limited even for

guess work. It is extremely difficult to take at face

value the report of an aircraft with two decks and no

wings traveling with supersonic speed, even if 'seen

four times through clouds' by the Chief of the Court

of Damage and his daughter. It seems much more prob

able that the observers had a subjective impression

of ordinary aircraft or a fireball. Even though

these two items are at opposite ends of the scale,

there is nothing in the evidence to favor one or the

other."121

For the Project SIGN people this latest series of UFO reports

was the camel-breaking straw in spite of the skeptical tone of

the official solutions to the reports. A communique was dis

patched immediately through the RAND organization. The message,

designated as Air Force Letter No. 80-10, and dated July 21st,

authorized a contractual arrangement for the hiring of scien

tists to: "... evaluate the remote possibility that some of

the observed objects may be space ships or satellite vehicles."

Ghost Rocket!
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It's early morning on July 24, 1948. A DC-3 with 20 passen

gers aboard drones through the darkness at 5,000 feet altitude.

The sky is clear with a bright moon peeking through broken clouds
(4/10th coverage) forming a layer 1,000 feet above the cruising
airliner. The pilot, Captain Clarence S. Chiles, gazes straight
ahead into the blackness. Suddenly he sights what he at first

believes to be another aircraft approaching out of the ebony
depths. Captain Chiles quickly nudges his co-pilot, John B.

Whitted, as he exclaims: "Look, here comes a new Army jet job."

The next 5 to 10 seconds, however, were instead like something

out of a Halloween eve.

Because of the controversial nature of the forementioned few

seconds, the exact statements of both aviators will be repro

duced as they are preserved in official records:

Captain Chiles:

"At 2:45 a.m., we were cruising at 5,000 feet when

there came what looked like a jet type aircraft to our

right and slightly above meeting us. It was a clear

moonlit night with the visibility excellent; there

fore, we were able to view the ship as it passed for

a period of around ten seconds. It was clear, there

were no wings present, that it was powered by some

jet or other type of power shooting flame from the

rear some fifty feet. There were two rows of win

dows, which indicated an upper and lower deck, from

inside these windows, a very bright light was glowing.

Underneath the ship there was a blue glow of light.

"After it passed it pulled up into some light

broken clouds and was lost from view. There was no

prop wash or rough air felt as it passed."12 3

Captain Whitted:

"I was flying co-pilot for Capt. Chiles on Trip

576 which left Houston, Texas at 8:40 p.m., Eastern

Standard Time, Friday night July 23, 1948. At 0245

EST, we sighted a strange object coming toward us at

a high rate of speed. We were at 5,000 feet and our

position was 2 5 miles southwest of Montgomery, Ala.

The strange object had a stream of red fire coming

from its tail. I assumed that it was a jet type

airplane of the Army or Navy but as it came nearer

I could see that it was much larger than any Army

or Navy jet that I have ever seen or read about.

It passed us on the right side of our DC-3. I

estimate its speed in the neighborhood of 7 00 mph

but this is purely a rough estimate. We were hold

ing a compass heading of 50 degrees and the object

passed us going in the opposite direction. To me,

the object seemed about a half-mile from us, flying

straight and level. I could see no wings supporting

the object.

"The object was cigar-shaped and seemed to be about

a hundred feet in length. The fuselage appeared to be

about three times the circumference of a B-29 fuselage.
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It had two rows of windows, an upper and a lower. The

windows were very large and seemed square. They were

white with light which seemed to be caused by some type

of combustion. I estimate that we watched the object

at least 5 seconds and not more than 10 seconds. We

heard no noise nor did we feel any turbulence from

the object. It seemed to be at about 5,500 feet

(This would put it about half way between the air-

liner and the layer of broken clouds at 6,000 feet.).

After the "thing" had whizzed past, the pilots had the follow

ing reaction. Chiles remarked: "After it passed us we must have

sat there for five minutes without saying a word, we were so
speechless."125

Also, another quote given in the press stated: "The light of
the plane (UFO) and its jet flames was so bright it almost gave

them 'lightning blindness,1 they said, and they had to turn up

their instrument panel lights in their cockpit."l^b

Whitted shattered the silence asking Chiles what sort of eye-

popping stratospheric Loch Ness monster was that. Chiles, no

less baffled, clicked his mike and tried to explain what had

just happened to the Eastern Airlines radio post at Columbus,

Ga., requesting that Lawson Field at Fort Benning, Ga., be con

tacted about a possible experimental aircraft trespassing in
commerical airlanes. Within minutes Lawson Field replied that

it was ignorant of any such military air traffic. More puzzled

than ever, Chiles chatted with Columbus explaining that: "...

it looked like some type of rocket ship."!27

Whitted later would be quoted as saying: "If you look at one

of those fantastic Flash Gordon rocket ships in the funny papers

you've got a picture of what we saw."128

After the pilots regained their composure, they left the DC-3's
controls and went to the passenger cabin to seek other witnesses,
finding only a C. L. Me Kelvie awake.129 Me Kelvie later told
military Intelligence that: "... the pilots seemed quite excited
and they appeared nervous over the episode."13 0 An Air Force
interrogator filed the following report on Me Kelvie:

"He was occupying the 5th or 6th seat from the front

of the plane on the right and would periodically glance

out the window. There was a full moon which illuminated

the ground and skies and the ground could be clearly

seen. Frequently they passed cumulus clouds. On one

occasion as he was looking out he observed a sudden

streak of light moving in a southeastern direction

across the airway above the plane. He wondered if it

were lightning but observed the flame moved in a

straight line and not in a flare(?). The color

was bright flame—he thought it was probably a

light cherry red—although the edges were more of

a yellow flame. He shifted his position in his seat

for better observation, momentarily losing sight of

it. Then he saw it again. He estimated the flame
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to be about one-half as far above the plane as the plane

was above the ground. He saw no physical shape—only a

streak of flame moving in a straight line. The whole

experience was momentary so that detailed observation

was absent. He heard no sound but stated that the vi

bration of the plane was much greater than normal and

that it was not possible to hear any sound from the
outside."131

After landing at Atlanta at 3:^9 a.m., the pilots" attempted to

impress others with the strangeness of their experience, but those

who listened remained incredulous. The aviators were emphatic

when they said they had observed a machine. They were quoted

as stating: "It was a man-made thing all right."132 And: "...
they were certain it was not a meteor or comet, because they had

seen them before in the air."133

Chiles and Whitted checked into Atlanta's Henry Grady Hotel

but they got little rest. The two were soon in the radio studio

of Atlanta's WCON being interviewed by the station's news direc

tor, Lockwood Doty. The next day the city's newspaper, the Atlanta

Constitution, splashed a big headline across its front page:

"ATLANTA PILOTS REPORT WINGLESS SKY MONSTER." Other newspapers

around the country picked up on the story and followed suit.

Reaction was rapid. Response came in from various quarters.

A Washington Air Force spokesman remarked: "... obviously this

country has no plane resembling a double-decked, jet-propelled,

wingless transport shooting a ^0-foot flame out of its back end."

Another: "Out at Santa Monica, California, the famous Gen. George

C. Kenney, Chief of the Strategic Air Command, was bearded in his

den. His eyes twinkled. No, he said, cautiously, it wasn't one

of his planes. The Army as yet hasn't got anything like the thing

seen over Montgomery. 'I wish we did,' the General said wistfully

'I sure would have liked to see that thing.'"135 From a civilian
source came this remark: "William M. Allen, President of the

Boeing Aircraft Co., up at Seattle. 'I'm pretty sure it wasn't

one of our planes,' said Mr. Allen, modestly."136

Incredibly, authorities momentarily tried to fall back on an

old standby to explain the sky bogey as both the Pentagon and the

local Weather Bureau at Maxwell Field at Montgomery, Alabama, were

quoted as asserting: "... that the Atlanta pilots had flown past

an air radar weather observation balloon. Those things, they ex

plained, are 10 feet in diameter and have square, tinfoil boxes

fastened to them. The boxes reflect light and 'give strange

illusions' as they twist and turn."13?

The fact that wasn't:

One aspect that was sure death to the meteor theory was the

estimated closeness of the aerial monster. Chiles: "It passed

us about ,700 feet to our right and about 700 feet above us..."13**
Whitted: "... within a one half mile."139 Unfortunately some
early statements offering definite proof of a near brush with

the aerial monster which turned up in the first news accounts

was later declared false by the two pilots. How or why the
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statement came to be is not clear. Early press stories credit

Captain Chiles as saying: "As the aircraft (the sky monster)
passed them, their DC-3 fluttered in the pro-wash, jet-wash, or
rocket-wash. It sent out tremendous shock waves. "1E*0 The sub
sequent denial of such statements was double checked by the late
Dr. James E. McDonald. The denial still stands.1**1*

The "rocket shock waves" was an aspect seized upon by Donald
Keyhoe, an author that used the assertion with great effect in
his writings to build up the mystification of the Chiles-Whitted
incident as late as 1960.1^2 Keyhoe cannot be faulted too severely
since the same bit of data was included in an official memorandum
released in April 1949, which reads: "... its prop wash or jet
wash rocking our DC-3."143 The exact words of Capt. Chiles taken
down on August 3, 1948, and since preserved in Blue Book files,
states: "There was no prop wash or rough air felt as it passed."1^
Whitted: "We heard no noise nor did we feel any turbulence from
the object. It seemed to be at about 5500 feet."145

The final official evaluation resorted to the meteor hypothesis
as did an arch-foe of UFO apparitions, Dr. Donald Menzel, who dis
played a rooted aversion to the sensationalism surrounding the
Chiles-Whitted episode. Menzel wrote:

"There can be no doubt that Chiles and Whitted mis
interpreted the appearance of an unusually brilliant
meteor, its body glowing white (the momentarily per-

•' sisting luminous train of a meteor often has a veined
or fibrous structure that could easily have suggested
the 'lighted window' and 'cockpit') and blue incandes
cence (the glowing 'undercarriage') as it rushed through
the atmosphere some fifty miles or more away, shooting
off flaming gases (the 'exhaust') and vaporizing from
the friction of the atmosphere. Flashing beyond their
range of vision ('pulling up into the clouds'), it prob
ably burned and disintegrated before it reached the
earth."14b

The weakest part of Menzel's explanation is the last point he
referred to. Could the departure upward have been an illusion?
Chiles was not fuzzy on this as he plainly stated: "After it
passed it pulled up into some light broken clouds and was lost
from view."^/ Interrogated again on November 2, 1948, Chiles
said the object's departure in more precise terms: "Excellent-
well coordinated gentle climbing turn into clouds prior to dis
appearance. ''148 To make sure a special sketch was drawn of the
object's climb and made part of Air Force records (see the illus
tration accompanying this text).

More questioning obtained other details not found in the first
accounts. Chiles: "... thought it had a 'snout' similar to a
radar pole on the front and he had the impression there was a

-Ruppelt states that the DC-3 hit an air pocket immediately after
the "sky monster's" pass at the airliner. This writer has not
found this mentioned in the official files or newspaper accounts.
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cabin with windows above—much like a pilot compartment—except
that it appeared brighter he saw no occupant nor did Whitted.
Visible from the side only was an intense, fairly dark, blue glow
running the entire length of the object beneath the fuselage.?49

Moreover:

"The exhaust was described as a red-orange flame, the
lighter color (orange) being predominant about the outer
edges. Chiles thought the flame flared out from a nozzle
in the rear which he thought he perceived. The flame ex
tended some 30 to 50 feet behind the object and became
deeper i,n intensity (redder) and increased in length as
the object pulled up into a cloud."150

Whitted's version of the exhaust went:

"He saw the 'exhaust1 as a parallel wide flame which
appeared to come from the entire rear of the object

rather than from a nozzle never growing any wider than
the width of the object itself, although he noticed the
increased length of the flame as the object 'pulled up."1 *

An Air Force officer associated with the Pentagon's UFO investi
gation in the 19 50's revealed:

"According to the old timers at ATIC this report
shook them worse than the Mantell incident. This was
the first time two reliable sources had been really
close enough to anything resembling a UFO to get a
good look and live to tell about it."15 2

Before the military investigators could become embroiled over
the subtleties of the Chiles-Whitted encounter in the sky, a
ground report came to their attention providing some thought-
provoking, supporting evidence that enhanced the strangeness of
the "sky monster" mystery.

The Robins Air Force Base Incident:

"At 0945, 10 August 1948, Lt. Colonel Cropper, Acting District
Commander, 6th District Office of Special Investigations, inter
rogated Mr. (deleted), Robins Air Force Base employee, regard
ing an aerial phenomena witnessed by while on duty at Robins
Air Force Base on the night of 23 July 1948. The following is a
transcript of this interrogation:

Q. 1. What is your name, age, address, and employment?
A. 1. (deleted). I am 23, unmarried, and live at ,

Macon, Georgia. I am a member of the Transient
Maintenance Alert Crew on the midnight shift - 2400
to 080 0 hours.

Q. 2. Do you recall the date and the time you saw this object?
A. 2. It appeared on Friday night, the 23rd of July 1948,

between 0140 and 0150 hours, Eastern Standard Time.
I was standing fire guard on a C-47, directly across
from Operations, and I had to take down the take-off
time which was between 0140 and 0150.
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Q. 3. What was the weather condition?
A. 3. Good visibility and no clouds.

Q. 4. Were there any lights around you? Outside lights or
beacons?

A. 4. I am not sure whether the flood lights on the hanger
were on or off. I was facing the north looking away
from any possible lights.

Q. 5. In what direction did you see this object?
A. 5. It was coming out of the north. I was facing the north

and actually didn't see it until it got overhead, but
it came out of the north and was in my view for about
twenty seconds. The last I saw of it the object was
taking a southwest course.

Q. 6. Describe in your words what you actually saw from the
time it appeared until it disappeared.

A. 6. The first thing I saw was a stream of fire and I was
undecided as to what it could be, but as it got over
head, it was a fairly clear outline and appeared to
be a cylindrical-shaped object, with a long stream
of fire coming out of the tail end. I am sure it
would not be a jet since I have observed P-84's in
flight at night on two occasions.

Approximately what was the height and altitude of this
object?

Three thousand feet—it could be lower or higher, at
night it is difficult to judge distance.

What was the size and shape in comparison to the trail
of fire?

The trail of fire was longer than the cylindrical shape
of the object.

Was the entire object illuminated? Describe its shape
I noticed a faint glow on the belly of the wingless
object—a phosphorescent glow.

Are you familiar with shooting stars?
Yes sir. I thought at first it was a shooting star or
meteor, but a shooting star falls perpendicular. This
object was on a straight and level plane. When it dis
appeared it disappeared from sight due to distance,
than drop.

Q. 11. How did it differ from a shooting star or meteor in size
and shape?

A. 11. I have only seen one or two meteors and they appear to
be round or more or less ball-shaped and this object
was long and cylindrical in shape.

Q. 12. What was the color of the light?
A. 12. It was a trailing faint blue flame.

Q. 13. Was there any moonlight at this time?
A. 13. I didn't pay too much attention to the moonlight. I

wouldn't say for sure whether there was a moon.

Q.
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Q. 14. Where did the light that illuminated the shape of the
object seem to come from?

A. 14. It looked like it was close to the bottom deck.

Q. 15. Did it give you the impression that there were windows
or holes and did the decks appear to be divided into
sections?

A. 15. I am not sure. It would be hard to tell if there were
windows and a divided deck could not be recognized from
the ground.

Q. 16. Did you read the newspaper account of the civilian
Jii°^W!!v SaW thfS stranSe object about the same time
and did the paper's description seem to refer to the
object you saw?

A. 16. I read the write-up about the rate of speed. I don't
see how they could tell if it had square or round win
dows but the description seemed to fit my impressions.

a' }l' mSS *nere anvone with you when you saw this object?
A. 17. No sir i Was standing in front of No. 2 engine and

I tried to call the co-pilot's attention to the object
t™ ihS y: J?e had already Put his headgear on before
I could get his attention and the object was gone.

Q. 18. With whom did you first discuss this matter?
rt. _L0 . X Called thp tnuon 37-.^ =<r.U^^ -i-i ' f! j.-. . .

if they saw it.

A* W nt? ^JS *?!*? reaction regarding this object?
A. 19. They thought I was drunk or seeing things.

Q. 20. Were you unusually fatigued at this time?
No sir. I had been merely reading Air Force
prior to this time.

Q. 21. Have you ever had occasion to read much or study Air
with guided missiles ob-

Q. 22. Were you in the Air Force during the war?

C2f,-!?i% I WaSoan Aircraft Engine Mechanic with a
rating of Buck Sergeant in the Ninth Air Force

Q. 23. Is -

A. 23. No sir.

Q. 24. What type of construction, color, size, material did
appear to resemble?

A. 24. I would say that#it looked like it was about the size
or a B-29. It might have been a little larger, in
circumference. It was too large for a jet. It seemed
to be a dark color and constructed of an unknown metal-
lie type material.

Q. 25. What would you say its speed was in comparison with
other types of aircraft?

A. 25. About seven hundred miles per hour.
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Q. 26. How did you arrive at that estimate?

A. 26. I have seen P-80 type aircraft flying but this was one of
the fastest objects I have ever seen. I saw German V-l's

in the Summer of 194H and they were fast, but this one was
even faster. This object was much larger. A V-l is very

small and only made about three hundred miles per hour
speed.

How did it disappear?

Just like an airplane in normal flight fading away from
normal vision.

Was there any sound or odors at the time?

I heard no sound and everything was quiet. No engines
were warming up at the time.

How about the maneuverability and exhaust trail of this
object?

It was flying straight and level and took a changing south
west course while in sight.* The flame seemed to be longer,
maybe due to the object moving through the air.

Had you consumed any alcohol in the preceding four or five
hours?

No sir. I do not drink.

Did you ever see any planes in 'Buck Rogers' comics that
resembled this object?

Maybe the length and roundness resembled, but as far as
the wings, I couldn't tell if this object had any.

What did you say your educational background and Air Force
experience was?

I am a high school graduate and I was in the Air Force for
four years.

Q. 33. How long (questions 33 and 3U concerned his personal
work record.).

Q. 35. Is there anything further you would like to add to aid in
this evaluation?

A. 35. Yes sir. During the Battle of the Bulge, a Sergeant and
myself were on guard duty and saw something that resembled

this object in question. We later found that we had wit
nessed the launching of a German V-2 rocket. It carried

a stream of fire that more or less resembled this object.
This object looked like rocket propulsion rather than jet
propulsion, but the speed and size was much greater.

*

Q. 36. Did the altitude, speed, and size of this object have any
similiarity to a meteor or shooting star?

A. 36. No sir.

Q. 37. What else did you associate your thoughts with when you
first saw this object?

A. 37. It looked like a rocket and was the shape of an XS-1 but "
it was too large for an XS-1. My final conclusion was

Q.
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A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

27,
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30.

30.

31.

31.

32.

32.

*Note that he claims the object changed course!

.Sit



that it was energized by rocket propulsion.
Q. 38. Were you excited when you told the other people about

this object?

A. 38. No sir. They more or less kidded me about it and I
was informed that Flight Service wanted to see me.

Q. 39. Who did you talk to in Flight Service?
A. 39. I talked to a man over the interphone system but did

not know his name. He wanted to know whether I was a
civilian or military and asked me a few questions. I
think Flight Service turned it over to Air Defense
Command the next morning."15 3

Military Intelligence observed that both the Chiles-Whitted
encounter and the Robins AFB sighting were: "... officially made
within a period of time that precludes any chance of impressions
being gained from radio or newspaper reports."154

More specifically: "Special Agent Cassidy contacted Capt.
H. R. Daniels, Public Information Officer, Robins Air Force Base,
Georgia, to determine whether or not any publicity releases were
given to the reported sightings at Robins Air Force Base. Captain
Daniels stated that no press releases were given out on this infor
mation at least until ... (August 9th).155 since the Robins case
was an hour before the Chiles-Whitted encounter, conceivably the
two pilots could have been inspired by the sighting, but as we
.have seen there had been no chance of that.

Major General Cabell, Director of Intelligence, AF01, at Wright-
Patterson, immediately dispatched a team of investigators to
Atlanta; a group made up of Major R. A. Llewellyn, Project SIGN
officer, Mr. A Deyermond, Technical Assistant to Col. Clingerman,
^ p + u T ngi Assistant Deputy for Technical Analysis Division,
and Capt. R. J. Groseclose, Security Officer. When they arrived
in Atlanta, the team questioned Chiles and Whitted at the Henry
Grady Hotel where they obtained signed statements and had the two
pilots produce sketches of the object on hotel stationary. Major
Llewellyn sought also to have a chat with passenger Clarence
McKelvie but didn't catch up with him until July 31st.156

_ While the military was slowly setting its investigative wheels
in motion, popular author R. DeWitt Miller was way ahead of offi
cial speculations and already had the ear of a stringer for United
rre^S'o \%?n? before during the height of the flying saucer flap
I July 8, 1947) Miller had achieved recognition by the press when
he proposed a long list of possible explanations for the reported
sky phantoms. This time, however, he narrowed the options by,
for example, dismissing the idea of an Army experimentation pro
gram, or the theory that the thing zooming over Alabama that night
was the product: "... of some strange group of super scientists
working in a secluded Shangri-La." Instead, Miller thought only
of the possibility of something emerging from an unknown dimen
sion, or about something arriving from Mars or somewhere else
beyond the Earth.157

As previously indicated, perhaps of even greater importance is
what Miller brushed aside as it seems the news media was now
inclined to do at the moment. There was no entertaining the
illusion, natural phenomenon, or hoax theories.
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The composure of the military Intelligence team in Atlanta
may have suffered a little July 26th when something swept over
Georgia while the Intelligence team was still there and still
trying to determine what happened the 23rd and the 24th in the
skies at that locality. Official files state:

"This object was observed between 2100 and 2300 hours
26 July 194 8 at Chamblee and Augusta, Georgia, by obser
vers (names of six witnesses deleted). This object
was not thought to be a meteor in that it maneuvered
The glow was described as varied in color but predom
inantly brilliant blue-white. The course was described
as generally 'southern.' Although the dates seem to
indicate that this sighting could not be the same as
that described in incident #1 (Chiles-Whitted), yet the
major portion of this testimony refers to a 'blue white
light. Observations in the first instance describe
a blue glow' running the entire length of the fuse
lage. When viewed from the ground it is logical to
assume that the blue glow would be mostly visible."158

i-h»lh^el*1UrZ°? was attempting here to match this sighting with
Svp SL VT Xle!"Whl«ed '.'sky monster" that was supposed to
have had a blue glow along its undersurface, yet another bit of
data that increased the strange index of the case.

+>, AH±1:i?nal descriPtive information from other witnesses in
the Chamblee and Augusta areas mention the phenomena as, for the
most part, a football shape with a green light and silvery tail
racing along to the southwest in level flight.

If the thing was a meteor it certainly had to be one of the
slowest in recorded history. The night editor for the Augusta
Chronicle was working on the next day edition of the Chronicle
in nis office when his nocturnal routine was disturbed Julv 26th

^Srt?S°f^hO?e CallS be§inning at 9:50 p.m. concerning a
heavens. Finally he peeked out his office win-

SP°tted dd bllh lihf
"The light was sighted southwest and was moving in a

southwest direction, bobbing and weaving in flight. It
was not traveling in a level plane but seemed to go
slightly up and down. The speed was approximately
that of an average passenger aircraft. I judged the
object s distance from us to be approximately five
miles. There was a slight trail following the ob
ject which seemed to burn itself out in the course of
its flight. The object itself gradually disappeared
from sight as a normal aircraft might do in flight.
The altitude was approximately 5,000 feet."159

l Wrap~Up °f the case the following paragraph was

,,"" August 1948, S/A (Special Agent) Montgomery,
mV I- Det-' contacted personnel at the Atlanta
Naval Air Base and adjoining municipality regarding
a reported aerial phenomena. It was generally agreed
that the phenomena resembled a shooting star, despite



the fact that course and altitude did not correspond
to the characteristics of such an aerial phenomena."160

The origin of the confusion was from accounts like that of the
Chief of Communication at the CAA station at Daniel Field who
sighted the same phenomena apparently moving to the northwest
while he stood on the porch at his home. To him the thing was
large, about one-fourth the size of the full moon, a brilliant
multi-colored sight trailing burning fragments. He believed it
to be a meteor and estimated its speed at 10 - 12,000 miles Der
hour during the 2 - 3 seconds it was in view.161 v

One is tempted to accept the above account and write off the
report by the Chronicle editor since it seems to come down to
making a choice between an expert observer and an untrained lay
man, but consider the next account by an expert observer named
Avery" at the Atlanta Naval Air Base, Chamblee, Ga. He had
Deen on duty in the base observation tower on July 26th at 10-00
S?Sa?? spotted a blue-white light: "... the light was very high,
traveling very fast, and maintained a uniform altitude and i-peedV
The light looked very much like a shooting star except for the
fact that it maintained a uniform altitude."162 F

So far there was nothing intriguing in the testimony and
evidently this is all many persons in the Atlanta area observed

StJ ^-^r S° haPPenS th^ "Avery" S°es °n to say that suddenly:
the south a»?63re tO gain altitude and then turned sharply to

The July 26th case:

"An attendant at the Atlanta Naval Air Station
reported he saw the apparition twice. He said the
first time he saw it about 9:00 p.m. near Stone
Mountain. The operator, who was asked that his
name not be used, said he thought 'it was a falling
star' until it started climbing and banked sharply
to turn away from the city.

"He said the 'bluish streak of light' was traveling
very fast and very high. He added it did not look like
any jet plane he has seen in night flight. He saw it
again 4 5 minutes later."164

Extensive checks of air traffic in the southwest area at the
time of the Chiles-Whitted encounter turned up something from an
airliner that was cruising an airlane to the north of the EAL
plane. The time m the report is a guess but if it is any where
near correct then it would play havoc with the meteor hypothesis
since it indicates that the object in question was traveling at
subsonic velocity. Did it take the object some 15 minutes, in
stead of seconds, to travel from North Carolina to Alabama? The
report reads:

"At about 0230 (Chiles-Whitted encountered their
object at 0245) — (deleted) and I (Louis Feldvary),
as pilot and Captain on 571/2 3, saw what I believe
was an unusual meteor. It was brighter than any I have
seen before, and traveling in a horizontal direction,



slightly above the horizon. I estimate that I saw it
for about three seconds before it died out. At no time
did xt appear to travel in a downward direction
(deleted) and I talked about what we had seen and dis
cussed the fact that a meteor, caused by gravity could
still appear to be traveling horizontally7"l6 5

^The Pii°tS had just chec*ed with Blackstone, Va., ground sta-
UlrvtZ *l said the time is approximate, based as'if was on ?he
Blackstone transmission. The document continues:

"At the time of this incident we were traveling
between Blackstone, Va., and Greensboro, N.C. Thi
sky was clear and the visibility unlimited. We were
on a magnetic heading of 240 degrees and I estimate
that the object was on a bearing of about 210 degrees

2 30md^r.iCh;le^.and Whitted P^ their object on about
t A' ing)) ^ is' about 30 Agrees to the

left of our heading. It appeared to be traveling in
a southerly direction, abou? but close to the hSrizSn.»166
The trail which to the pilots appeared to be a jet or rocket

trail, covered an 80 degree to 90 degree arc laterally.167

tha^Sf^n^i evaluation.of ^e Chiles-Whitted report stated
Ju?y, it was? ^ llght siShtinSs in the area during late

"The only incident which possessed absolute intelli
gence significance...(and) it is obvious that this object

anv ??V meteor- There h*s been no evidence to suppo??
any findings of unreliability, nor have there been any
major inaccuracies on the part of the witnesses."168

The first conclusion rendered on the case was:

"After extensive investigations and studies; and
consideration of all possible approaches and data
pertinent to suggest at least one valid hypothesis
or explanation to the sighting were exhausted—the

SStPPr°Priately claSsified « * true

°n the inclusion which

*nnl^\ZheVe ±S nO astronomical explanation if we
bii ^P°r at faCe Value- The sheer improb

til i
abilitv f ^P°r at faCe Value- The sheer improbability of the facts as stated, particularly in the
absence of any known aircraft in the vicinity, makJs
it necessary to see whether any other explanation
even though far fetched, can be considered The
two reliable pilots obviously saw something. If
one extracts from their reports parts of the des

cription— 'tremendous bursts of flame,' 'cigar-shape •
disappeared into a cloud,' 'orange-red fla?e^' tfmi'
S f 5^ J^\tO ten seconds'' the explanation could
be satisfied by a brilliant, slow-moving meteor. The
orange-red flame is particularly suggestive. It is



pertinent also, that the only passenger awake at the

time the two pilots sighted the object gave a des

cription that does not tally with that of a 'space

ship1 but does agree with that of a meteor.

"It will have to be left to the psychologists to

tell us whether the immediate trail of a bright

meteor could produce the subjective impression of

a ship with lighted windows. Considering only the

Chiles-Whitted sighting, the hypothesis seems very

improbable. However, not included in the summary

but mentioned in the voluminous collateral material

is the report of a qualified Robins Air Base observer,

who stated that he saw a cylindrical object trailing

a red flash of fire, but did not discern any windows

or a double deck, (admittedly, from the ground he would

have had less opportunity to do so). The time of his

observation is exactly one hour earlier, if both times

are given in EST as is stated. It is interesting to

note, however, that Macon, Georgia, and Montgomery,

Alabama, are both on the line of flight as described

by the Montgomery observers."170

The same official comment goes on to say:

"If those two sightings refer to the same object,

there are two possible interpretations: one is that

the object was some type of aircraft, regardless of its

bizarre nature. The distance between Macon and

Montgomery is approximately 200 miles. From all

reports the object was traveling definitely faster

than 200 MPH, so would have covered the distance

between the two points in much less time than that

noted. (The schedule is, if course, correct for an

ordinary aircraft.)

"The other possible explanation is that the object

was a fireball, in which case it would have covered

the distance between the distance from Macon to

Montgomery in a matter of a minute or two. If the

Montgomery observers had been using daylight savings

time (do regular commercial airlines connecting

cities using daylight savings time operate on it?),

then there would be no discrepancy in the time.

"The conclusion seems to be this: If the dif

ference in time is real, the object was some form

of aircraft traveling at 200 MPH. If there is no

time difference, the object must have been extra

ordinary meteor. The observation from two such

widely separated points is the focal point of the

investigation—if one assumes that the same object

was observed in the two cases. That there were

two separate objects can most likely be ruled out

by the sheer improbability of more than one such

extraordinary object being seen on the same night,

traveling over the same course, exactly one hour
apart."171
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The military evaluators also wrote a note on the fiery phenom

enon seen near Blackstone, Virginia; although assuming it to be

a meteor, these remarks were added:

"It should be noted that this object was traveling

in the same direction as the one reported in ... (in the

Chiles-Whitted case), although separated by some 400

miles. It is not unusual for a fireball to be seen

along a path several hundred miles long. There is a

time discrepancy of 15 minutes between the observa

tions, however, any connection between ... (the Chiles-

Whitted and the Blackstone, Virginia case), in con

sidering the meteoric hypothesis, necessarily hinges

on whether this time difference was real or not."17 2

Thus, it is quite evident military Intelligence was cognizant

of the ill-fitting nature of the various eyewitness accounts which

were at variance with a meteor answer.

"Triple mystery."

By now it had become clear the military was confronted by a

"triple mystery" which was well illustrated by reports made at

this time. One was something that would become the "classic"

UFO.

High over Pasco, Washington, on July 26th at noontime, a

private plane encountered a round, saucer-shaped craft "with a

.-dome," the surface of the object glimming like brushed aluminum.

The most striking aspect of the case was the violent maneuvers

the UFO went through, zooming around the sky with wild abandon,

climbing and diving at high speeds and occasionally coming to

an abrupt stop. It was an airplane designer's dream.173

Another enigma was those strange balls that had stumped the

military experts since World War II.

One report of a ball-like thing came in from Texas on July 26th

when it was reported that a "mystery globe" had hovered over the

town of Alice for two whole days. A newspaper clipping of the

event reached Fortean Society Secretary Tiffany Thayer who

chuckled at the oddment and wisecracked: "Explanation: the

Chamber of Commerce wanted visitors."174

The levity of Thayer was not shared by a concerned part of the

Air Force Intelligence team at Wright-Patterson that composed

Project SIGN. The third type of UFO prompted the most startling

Intelligence document ever written, .an "Estimate" drawn up to

explain the rocket-like flying objects.

The continuing case for the curious cylinders:

"At 9:15 July 30th, a resident of Worthington, Ohio

spied something slowly coming from the direction of the

southwest horizon at about 3,000 feet, a fairly low

altitude. It remained visible for 15 miles in a sky

strewn with scattered clouds. The object appeared to

be cylindrical in shape, with no apparent wings or

tail surfaces. There were no standard marker lights

displayed, and no engine noises. The object did, how

ever, emit a steady silver glow."175
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The military made a strong effort to understand this incident
and shot off a telegram to a dirigible company at Lakehurst, New
Jersey, where craft of a similar shape were operated. The mili-

• tary said they: "... would appreciate information on operations
of your lighter-than-air craft in vicinity of Columbus, Ohio,
during the period of 30 July to 3 Aug. 48. Please direct reply
govn collect H Q AMC."1?6

The answer came back negative. The Goodyear people replied
that the nearest airship had been in the Chicago area at the
time.I'7

Mr. Loedding of Project SIGN strolled into the office of the
Vice-President of Eastern Air Lines July 30th and flashed his
military Intelligence credentials, asking for information on
EAL's pilots, Chiles and Whitted, and any further data the
company could add to the "sky monster" case of July 24th plus
a company policy statement concerning UFOs. Before complying
with Loeddingfs request, the executive contacted Eddie
Rickenbacker, President of EAL, for an okay. The famous
World War I air ace authorized full cooperation with the Air
Force.I'8

No one can guess exactly what went on in the minds of those
Air Force evaluators who were burdened with the difficult problem

. of coming up with an answer to the UFO riddle. The amount of
data that had piled up, the pressure from the media, and the bad

• effect of imposed official silence (that threatened to generate
wild theorizing by civilians), no doubt applied an enormous push
to those who wished to stay uncommitted to any definite hypothesis.
Furthermore, the Chiles-Whitted "sky monster" was, if one accpeted
the two pilots' testimony without question, a "rocket ship," a
machine of some sort. Providing a significant boost to the idea
was the other "rocket ship" report from Holland just before the
Chiles-Whitted encounter which also mentioned a "double-deck,
wingless craft." There seemed to be no way the two pilots could
have known about the Dutch sighting. Moreover, there were other
UFO reports in Air Force files that told of cigar-shaped objects
during the same general time period. The information gathering
routine at ATIC continued but some of the experts there were
mulling a possible solution to the UFO riddle.

In compliance with the orders of the Director of Intelligence,
AFOI, Major General Cabell, Wright Field did an analysis of time,
geographical location, and descriptions of the objects sighted
in the U.S. Southeast in July. This produced a collated data
chart.1'9 A glance at this chart shows that many of the sight
ings indicated the same object, or objects very similar in appear
ance, were responsible for the flurry of strange aerial activity.
Had it been just a meteor shower? Many thought not, and they
had their reasons.

Moscow mystery.

As fate would have it, at the very moment Air Force Intelligence
was studying stories of mystery spindles, an intriguing dispatch
arrived at Air Force Intelligence headquarters datelined Moscow:
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"MOSCOW, USSR: 'AT ABOUT SUNSET ON 3 AUGUST 1948
ABOUT 25 KILOMETERS NORTHWEST OF MOSCOW, AN EXPERIENCED
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER REPORTER SAW AN UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT
AJAVERY HIGH ALTITUDE. IT WAS LONG AND NARROW AND
PROCEEDED AT A GENERALLY SOUTHWEST-NORTHEAST DIRECTION
IT SHONE VERY BRIGHTLY PROBABLY FROM REFLECTED SUNLIGHT
NO WINGS COULD BE SEEN AND NO SOUND WAS HEARD. IT
LOOKED LIKE A RIGID AIRSHIP, AND WAS SO IDENTIFIED
BY A RUSSIAN ACQUAINTANCE WHO SAW IT AT THE SAME TIME
THE REPORTER, HOWEVER, IN SPITE OF THE APPEARANCE OF THE
OBJECT, WAS OF THE OPINION THAT IT WAS NOT A RIGID AIR
SHIP DUE PRINCIPALLY TO ITS HIGH SPEED. HE HAD NO
THEORY TO OFFER, AND COULD ONLY SAY THAT IT WAS A
MYSTERY, LIKE THE AMERICAN 'FLYING SAUCERS.'"180

Intelligence experts commented:

"This object might have been anything. Its speed
seems insufficient for a guided missile, but it could
have been either a jet or conventional airplane, as
unusual light conditions and fore-shortening frequently
give aircraft a freakish appearance. The possibility
that it was a dirigible, as suggested in reference
(A), should not be excluded."181

This Russian case did not enhance the idea of a Kremlin secret
weapon theory to explain UFOs. Instead a mind boggling Air Force
document proposing quite another origin was just then completed
and turned over to the High Command.

To be continued in the next book in this series;

The UFO Riddle—1948: August-December
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APPENDIX

Nine months after the Mantell case a certain UFO report was made

to OSI agents of the Fourth Army Branch Intelligence Office, New

Orleans, Louisiana. The reader is urged to compare the following

testimony and accompanying sketch with details given in accounts

of the sky object over Godman Field in January 1948.

The report in question reads:

"... (deleted) stated that on the morning of 1 October

1948 he was squirrel hunting on his property, and that he

had gotten up very early in the morning and was standing

on a little ridge facing south. This ridge was located in

a clearing which had been cut for telephone lines. The

clearing is approximately twenty feet wide and runs from

the highway north to the swamps. At this particular time

it was too dark to go into the woods hunting, but was light

enough to see what time it was by his watch, and at 0 54 0

hours ... (deleted) was looking to the south at the sky and

saw the aerial object which he described as follows. 'It

looked like an ice cream cone traveling toward the east

with the larger end in front. At the front it looked as

if it were white hot (like the mantels in a gasoline lan

tern), and toward the rear it got gradually darker red.

There was no visible metal or other material and no pro

jections of any kind, only fire. The object made abso

lutely no noise and left no trail of any kind. It was

traveling in a straight line from west to east and did

not gain or lose altitude. There was no visible means of

propulsion. It appeared to be about three-quarters of a

mile away and at an elevation of approximately twenty-five

hundred feet. I was looking up at an angle of about thirty

degrees elevation relative to the ground, and I watched

this object for approximately ten seconds before it was

obscured by some trees. It appeared to be about the size

of the average airliner and was traveling at approximately

three hundred miles per hour. The larger end of the cone

appeared to be thicker than the average airliner is through

the fuselage, but it was about the same length. The object

displayed no lights other than it appeared to be encased

in flame, and it did not light up the area. There was no

visible means of support and no control surfaces. There

were no clouds that day, and the wind was fairly calm.1"

The incident took place in Ascension Parish Township, 10 South

Range 4 East 50 miles from New Orleans, La. The official evalua

tion is: Astro (meteor). The Blue Book File number is 174.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

FIGURE:

A. Drawing of the Mantell crash scene. Air Force Blue Book

Files.

B. A strange spindle-like aerial object. Little information

is available concerning the sighting. Air Force Blue Book

Files.

C. News clipping on the Chiles-Whitted aerial encounter taken

from the Atlanta, Georgia Constitution. Air Force Blue

Book Files.

D. Sketch showing the upward departure of the "sky monster"

as reported by Chiles and Whitted. This is a criticzfal

bit of evidence in the case against the meteor explana

tion.

E. The "sky monster" as sketched by Capt. C. S. Chiles. Air

Force Blue Book Files.

F. The "sky monster" as sketched by Co-pilot J. B. Whitted.

Air Force Blue Book Files.

G. The classic saucer-shape. This object was sighted near

Indianapolis, Indiana, on July 1, 1948. It is listed in

Air Force Blue Book Files as case number 15 2.
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T>.vo Atlanta pilots of the East

ern Air Lines have baffled the

-.2'ion with a bizarre story of a

r.u,e, v/ingless, flame-shooting,

irc.bie-decked aircraft they said

clashed past their DC-3 airliner

j at 2:45 a. ra., yesterday morning
! ->.bTit 20 miles southwest of Mont-"
i^cnery, Ala.

The two fliers, Capt. Clarence

Shipe Chiles and his co-pilot, John

3. V/hitted are puzzled themselves

xi what they saw 5.000 feefbver

By "ALBERT RILEY

lanta, the two pilots saw theihad never seen anything before

strange object whiz past them in1 that even faintly resemoled the
a southwesterly direction, toward j mystery crait, and they had no

Mobile and New Orleans. ! idea what it could have been.

Both pilots, who served as Army | Neither Army nor CAA otficials

fliers, during, the war; said they) could throw any light on the mys-

'if you look at one of those

f.nrastic Flash Gordon rocket ships

:n the funny papers, you've got a

p;c:ure of what we saw," said
Whitted.

-N'early four times larger than a

3-20, i: resembled a B-29 fuselage

■•..:h the -wings off, Chiles- said,
and flames were shooting out of
'he tail 35 to 40 feeL

T.avehng at a speed they estl-
nr.v.ed at between 500 and 700

T...C3 an hour, the mysterious air-
.'•'- '.vas'brilliantly lighted with

•i • -ecks of -windows. Under-
-a:.-t on the belly of the ship.

r*-.- said there was a sort of blue
\ ' "esoent glow.

'-n? a northeastftrlv course on

fron*..Hifti3tany;

tery, and an Air Force spokesman

at Washington said that ''obvious

ly" this country has no plane re

sembling a double-decked, jet-

propelled, wingless transport

shooting a 40-foot, flame out of ^

its back end. • £

The pilots said tbers wera 20 £
passengers aboard their plane, but 6
all were asleep except one man, >,

C. L. McK«lvie, of 85 Hanelton c

Pike, Columbus, Ohio. MeXelvie, '

said Chiles,' totd the pilois thai
he also saw the-«mystery aircraft.

"It vvns a moonlit night with

some clouds," Chiles sajd, *'and

we we»e Hying along on the regu

lar airway, v/hen we saw ahead !
and slightly above and to our >

right what appoared* io be a tre

mendous }et cf flame.

"We asked each other, 'Whit In

the world is this?1 :

"It flashed down and we veered I

to the left and it veered to :ts)

left, and passed us about 700 feet:
to our right and about TOO f«~t
above us.

"Then, as if the pilot had seen

us and wanted to avoid us, it
pulled up with a, tremendous burst

:of flame out of Its "rear and, and:
: zoomed ud-into, ihe clouds. . Us

prop-wash or jfftVash Toeked our
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